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Abstract
In this article basic TGD inspired ideas about genetic code are
discussed.
1. Genetic and memetic code from the model of abstraction process
The basic numbers of genetic code are probably not accidental.
This led for more than ten years ago to an attempt to construct a
model for abstraction process reproducing the basic numbers of the
genetic code. The simplest model for an abstraction process is based
on a repeated formation of statements about statements starting from
two basic statements. If one drops at each step of the construction the
statement corresponding to empty set in the set theoretic realization
of Boolean algebra, one obtains a hierarchy allowing to understand the
basic numbers of genetic code, including the number of amino-acids.
What one obtains is so called Combinatorial Hierarchy consisting of
the Mersenne numbers 2, M (1) = 3, 7 ,127, 2127 −1, .. constructed using
the rule M (n + 1) = MM (n) = 2M (n) − 1. The explicitly listed ones are
known to be primes. Combinatorial Hierarchy emerges from a model of
abstraction process as subsequent transitions from level to meta level
by forming Boolean statements about Boolean statements of level n
and dropping one statement away.
The infinite hierarchy of possible genetic codes suggests the possibility of an infinite hierarchy of increasingly complex life-forms. The
natural question is whether a counterpart of the genetic code could
make sense for our ideas, memes. Combinatorial Hierarchy model for
abstraction process predicts that memetic code should correspond to
the level M127 of the hierarchy. This leads to a precise realization of
the memetic code in terms of binary sequences. Codewords, counterparts of mRNA, correspond to 126-bit sequences. Also almost-127-bit
code with 2127 − 1 codons is possible.
2. Frequency and pulse representations of codes
p-Adic length scale hypothesis and identification of codes as special
cases of a hierarchy of p-adic cognitive codes allows quantitative predictions. The most general assumption assigns to any prime p ' 2k , k
integer, a hierarchy of cognitive codes with codeword having a duration
equal to n-ary p-adic time scale Tp (n) such that the number of bits is
factor k1 of k. Codewords could be realized either as k1 harmonics of
the fundamental frequency fp (n) = 1/Tp (n) or as temporal sequences
of bits of duration τ = Tp (n)/k1 represented as pulses of maximal duration τ . Pulse-frequency dichotomy corresponds to dichotomies like
particle-wave, nerve pulse-EEG, and talking left brain-singing right
brain.
Genetic code would correspond to k = 27 − 1 = 127 and have 6
bits (64 DNA triplets). These codewords could be realized dynamically as temporal field patterns. For genetic code primes p ' 2k ,
k = 6 × n define candidates for the duration of the genetic code word
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if all factors of k are assumed to define a possible number of bits of
the code word. The time scales come as powers of 8 so that they
cover the entire range of biologically relevant time scales down to CP2
length scale, and genetic code could appear as fractally scaled versions
unlike memetic code and perhaps also outside the biological context.
k = 2 × 126 = 2 × 6 × 21 = 252 allows the representation of both
126-bit memetic codeword, 6-bit genetic codeword, and almost-7-bit
genetic code word. For pulse representation genetic codon would have
a duration of 50 ms whereas the bit would have duration of 8.3 ms so
that the realization using nerve pulse patterns is in principle possible.
Frequency representation would be realized as 6 first harmonics of the
fundamental frequency f1 = 2n × 20 Hz, where f1 = 20 Hz defines the
lower end of audible frequency range and also the rate for the translation of mRNA triplets to amino-acids. 126-bit memetic code allows a
representation as sequence of 21 nerve pulses of duration 2.4 ms each
of them accompanied by 6-bit genetic codon realized at the microtubular level (this representation of genetic code has been suggested
by Koruga).
The secondary p-adic time scale associated with M127 is .1 seconds
and defines the duration of the almost 127-bit memetic codeword. For
frequency representation is realized as 127 first harmonics of f1 = 10
Hz and the duration of the bit for pulse representation is .8 ms which
is shorter than the duration of nerve pulse. The duration .1 seconds of
code word might be identified as the minimal duration of cortical mental images, and the so called features introduced by Walter Freeman
could define pulse representation of memetic code words of 127 bits.
The highest frequency in the frequency representation is 1270 Hz and
could define the frequency responsible for synchronous neuronal firing
known to be about 1 kHz. Various numerical co-incidences suggest
that language corresponds to a particular realization of memetic and
genetic codes closely related to their realization at DNA level.
3. Model for the evolution of genetic code from the symmetries of
the code
TGD leads to a model for the evolution of the genetic code motivated by the observation that the genetic code possesses an exact A-G
and almost exact T-C permutation symmetry with respect to the third
nucleotide of the DNA triplet. This leads to the hypothesis that genetic
code has evolved as a fusion of doublet and singlet codes accompanied
by a small breaking of the product symmetry. The hypothesis is highly
predictive, and it is possible to reproduce genetic code and its variants
by this mechanism in a natural manner. The mechanism has deep implications for the models of the bio-chemical evolution before genetic
code: in particular a detailed model for the evolution of genetic code
and pre-biotic evolution emerges.
4. Mapping memetic code to 169-bit micro-tubular code
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169-bit micro-tubular code words is excellent candidate for a representation of long term memories as a temporal list of activated memes.
The model for the mapping of memetic code to 169-bit microtubular
code is dictated by the general ideas about realization of intentions and
p-adic cognitive codes. When combined with general number theoretical arguments and physical considerations the model becomes highly
unique. The prediction for the intronic representation of the memetic
codon involving 9 DNA triplets as parity bits is readily testable, and
also the prediction for the microtubular electric field pattern is in principle testable.
5. Genes, memes, and universal language
Also static representations of the memetic code are possible and
intronic DNA could provide representation of memetic codewords as
sequences of 21 DNA triplets. At DNA level memes and genes should
relate like computer software and hardware. In the case of language
the rules producing a given linguistic expression can be seen as the high
level software, main programs, whereas words can be seen as hardwarelike lower level subprograms. This leads to the idea that memetic
codewords define the basic program modules producing linguistic expressions by activating genes which express themselves in terms of field
patterns generating nerv pulse patterns generating words or word sequences very much analogous to proteins.
Time mirror mechanism and the structure of the computer language LISP inspire a concrete model for memes as intronic programs
initiated from magnetic body and calling genes as subprograms in turn
calling other genes as subprograms and generating at the lowest level
field patterns generating nerve pulses patterns giving rise to the motor action producing speech. Phonemes could directly correspond to
DNA triplets and define the basic building blocks of language having
as such no meaning. If this view is correct, the development of spoken and written language would mean basically the emergence of a
higher level of intentionality, which utilizes an already existing repertoire of memes expressed in many other manners. This would in turn
suggest that animals and even plants possess some kind of languages
realized at cellular level, and that even inter-species communications
using common memetic grammar and genetic vocabulary.
6. Corals and men
A strong support for the idea of interspecies communications come
from the sensational finding that the genome of corals, known to be the
most primitive animals having nervous system, share a large number of
common genes with vertebrates whereas they share much less common
genes with flies and worms. This finding challenges profoundly the
existing view about the evolution of animals and adds a further mystery
to the halo of mysteries surrounding Cambrian explosion.
Since corals are usually regarded as relatively simple creatures, the
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most obvious questions concern the function of the complex genome.
The TGD inspired answer is that the common genes provide a common vocabulary making possible communications between corals and
vertebrates such as fishes. The genes express themselves in terms of
electromagnetic field patterns and cyclotron transitions of Ca++ ions
giving rise to primitive EEG are crucially involved. The calcium containing skeleton possessed by both corals and vertebrates could amplify
the field patterns representing genes and make possible interspecies
communications.
Coral reefs can be also seen as super organisms with cells replaced
by double cell layers forming the corals. This forces to consider the
possibility that coral reefs are super-organisms perhaps even possessing
super-neural system consisting of super-neurons defined by differentiated corals. Accordingly, in TGD Universe coral reefs could be seen
as descendants of higher level intra-terrestrial life forms which boosted
Cambrian explosion by horizontal transfer of genes to much simpler
life forms and providing also them with a nervous system.
7. Does ontogeny recapitulate also the future phylogeny at the level
of genes and memes?
Ontogeny recapitulates phylogeny means that the morphogenesis of
the embryo repeats the evolutionary steps leading to the organism. One
might ask whether and how this process is realized at the level of genes
and memes (introns expressing themselves electromagnetically): this
could provide further understanding of the mysterious ”junk DNA”.
Combining this question with some recent puzzling findings leads to a
rather radical revision of the view about evolution proceeding through
random mutations.
a) The second strange finding besides coral genome reported in New
Scientist (5 June, 2004) was that the removal of large portions of conserved intronic DNA from mice has no detectable effects on the basic
biological functions. Conserved parts of DNA are usually thought as
being an outcome of a long selection process and far from genetic trash.
This could be understood if the conserved introns have been radiated
from corals and the selection process has occurred already before the
Cambrian explosion induced by the emergence of the corals and leading to the sudden emergence of new highly developed life forms. That
mouse introns did not have any identifiable function could mean that
they are still waiting for time to become ripe for their expression.
b) A third strange discovery relates to morphogenesis and is known
as Ciba Geigy effect. Chemists Guido Ebner and Guido Schuerch exposed germs, seeds, and eggs to an electric field with strength in the
range .5-2 kV/m. For instance, the resulting trouts appeared to resemble their ancient predecessors. The leaves of certain plants represented
a series of snapshots from evolution with the oldest leaves dating back
to 300 million years. This suggests that the memone and genome rep-
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resent ontogeny recapitulates phylogeny principle quite concretely, and
that static electric fields could provide the practical manner to activate
and study the ancient morphologies. Even partial transmutation of life
forms to each other might be possible (beautiful swan to ugly duckling
at least!). The activation of morphologies not yet realized is probably
more difficult: new memetic programs require new genetic hardware.
The resulting vision about evolution of higher organisms would be
as the activation of conserved memes and genes basically inherited
from corals rather than by the emergence of new genes by random
mutations. Very much like learning new features of a text processing
program. The explosive evolution of human civilization could correspond to a rapid shift of the activated portion of memone and genome.
The fact that 95 per cent of our DNA consists of introns suggests that
an enormous evolutionary potential exists also at the level of personal
evolution during single life cycle. TGD view about space-time as a 4dimensional living organism would mean that this personal evolution
continues after the biological death since the 4-body of geometric past
does not disappear in the biological death.

1

Introduction

In TGD based model of consciousness genes and memes are in very similar
position. The quantum self-organization process explains genetic code as
an outcome of Darwinian selection basically carried out by dissipation, and
also memes should be subject to similar selection. Cognitive codes would
be for neuroscience what genetic code is for biology. Hence there are good
motivations to guess what the precise form and realization of these codes
might be if it really exists. In fact, p-adic length scale hierarchy suggests an
entire fractal hierarchy of cognitive codes with quantized durations of the
codeword and preferred numbers of bits per code word [K1]. There exists
however some preferred cognitive codes. A simple model for abstraction
process leads to an entire hierarchy of genetic codes and one of them explains
the basic numbers of the genetic code. A fascinating possibility is that the
next level in the hierarchy yields memetic code and also this possibility will
be studied in the sequel. Genetic and memetic codes represent particular
examples associated with Mersenne primes p = 127 = 27 −1 and p = M127 =
2127 − 1.

1.1

Combinatorial Hierarchy of codes

The basic numbers of genetic code are probably not accidental. This led for
more than ten years ago to an attempt to construct a model for abstraction
7

process reproducing the basic numbers of the genetic code.
1.1.1

Genetic code from a model for abstraction process

The simplest model for an abstraction process is based to a repeated formation of statements about statements starting from two basic statements
representing the most primitive logical thoughts. If one drops at each step
of construction the statement corresponding to empty set in the set theoretic realization of Boolean algebra, one obtains a hierarchy allowing to
understand the basic numbers of genetic code.
The outcome is the so called Combinatorial Hierarchy [16] consisting of
the Mersenne numbers 2, M (1) = 3, 7 ,127, 2127 − 1, .. constructed using the
rule M (n + 1) = MM (n) = 2M (n) − 1. The explicitly listed ones are known
to be primes. Combinatorial Hierarchy emerges from a model of abstraction process as sub-sequent transitions from level to meta level by forming
Boolean statements about Boolean statements of level n and dropping one
statement away. Combinatorial Hierarchy results also by constructing the
sets of all subsets with empty set excluded starting from two element set.
The set of statements at level n can be given a structure of Finite Field
G(M (n), 1) if M (n) is prime. The multiplicative groups ZM (n)−1 form a
nested hierarchy and the coset spaces Zkn ≡ ZM (n)−1 /ZM (n−1)−1 are cyclic
groups (kn = (M (n) − 1)/(M (n − 1) − 1)). Hilbert’s conjecture states that
each Mersenne number in the Combinatorial Hierarchy is prime.
Combinatorial Hierarchy based model of genetic code explains the number of DNAs and amino-acids, and the representation of words of the genetic
code as triplets of 4 different lower level codewords. Genetic code corresponds to n = 3 level of the hierarchy with 127 statements representable as
7-bit sequences with the sequence of seven ’0’:s dropped away. Only the 64
6-bit code words can be fully realized and correspond to (M (3) + 1)/2 = 64
DNA triplets. k3 = 126/6 = 21 equals to the number of amino-acids plus
stopping codon. There is a natural imbedding of subgroup Z21 identifiable
as a representation of amino-acids to the group Z126=6×21 .
More abstractly, at level n the counterparts of DNA triplets correspond
to the set XN (DN A) ⊂ ZM (n)−1 of N (DN A) = (M (n) + 1)/2 statements
consistent with a fixed atomic statement (64 for n = 3). Atomic statement
corresponds to a fixed value, assumed to be one, of a fixed bit in a bit sequence representation and a subset consisting of single element in the set
theoretic representation. These statements could be regarded as statements
consistent with the axiom defined by the selection of the atomic statement.
The counterparts of amino-acids and stopping codon correspond to kn the8

orems of a formal system defined by nth level of Combinatorial Hierarchy
having a unique imbedding as the group Zkn ⊂ ZM (n)−1 . The DNAs coding
for a given ”amino-acid” correspond to the special cases of the theorem.
Mapping of DNA code words to amino-acids generalizes to the mapping
x → xkn−1 in ZM (n)−1 mapping DNA type statements to amino-acid type
statements. (M( n) + 1)/2 DNAs can be imbedded to Z126 with several
manners. Genetic code is fixed ones this imbedding is given. For n = 3 one
obtains ordinary genetic code defined by the map x → x6 and imbedding
of the DNAs to Z126 . The numbers of DNA:s coding single amino-acid
can be reproduced by a symmetry breaking mechanism involving the finite
groups Zpn−1 and Zkn and symmetry breaking is in a well defined sense
minimal. The infinite hierarchy of possible genetic codes (at least if Hilbert’s
conjecture holds true) suggests the possibility of an infinite hierarchy of
increasingly complex life forms.
If one allows only Mersenne primes, the model for the abstraction process
predicts at least one further code, which I have used to call memetic code.
It corresponds to the Mersenne prime M127 = 2127 − 1 and has 2126 code
words and (2126 −1)/(26 −1) ”amino-acids”. The secondary p-adic time scale
T (2, M127 ) is .1 seconds and defines a fundamental time scale in bio-systems.
There are reasons to expect that memetic code is an especially interesting higher level cognitive code and realized in terms of field patterns.
In particular intronic portion of DNA could realize memetic codewords as
sequences of 21 DNA triplets and memes would define the counterparts of
computer programs at DNA level whereas genes would define the counterpart of computer hardware coded into lower level programs and built only
when needed. Both memes and genes could express themselves in terms of
field patterns.
Memes and genes should relate like computer software and hardware. In
the case of language the rules producing a given linguistic expression can be
seen as the software whereas words can be seen as the hardware built from
phonemes. This leads to the idea that memetic codewords define the basic
program modules producing linguistic expressions by activating genes which
express themselves as words or word sequences. Phonemes could directly
correspond to DNA triplets and define the basic building blocks of language
having as such no meaning. If this view is correct, the development of spoken
and written language would mean basically the emergence of a higher level of
intentionality, which utilizes an already existing repertoire of memes already
expressed in many other manners. This would in turn suggest that animals
and even plants possess some kind of languages realized at cellular level, and
that even inter-species communications using common memetic vocabulary.
9

1.1.2

Myth about Fall of Man as metaphor for codes

There are basically two genetic and memetic codes: 6-bit and almost-7bit (23 − 1 code words represented consciously) genetic codes and 126- and
almost-127 bit memetic codes. The myth about the Fall of Man provides
a little bit tongue-in-cheek metaphor for the extension of 126-bit code to
almost-127-bit code. God gave to Adam and Eve the moral code as a single
moral law formulated as an atomic statement ”Do anything but do not eat
from the Tree of Good and Bad Knowledge”. Adam and Eve of course did
this and probably as many fractally scaled versions.
The first Fall occurred probably already at the molecular level and meant
the replacement of 6-bit genetic code with almost-7-bit code: 63 = 9 × 7
sins beside 64 good deeds appeared (there are 9 classes of sins containing
one sin for every day of the week, one of them containing the seven deadly
ones!). Imagination and intentions realized as deeds emerged and Adam and
Eve became moral agents. For the memetic code the replacement of 126-bit
memetic code led to almost 127-bit code and the repertoire of good and bad
deeds was now much more impressive: 2126 good deeds and 2126 − 1 sins
(the basic classification sins to 7 basic types makes senses still!). One can
of course wonder what was this un-doable sin with strong Gödelian flavor.
A code word with only zeros cannot give rise to a conscious experience.
Hence the un-doable sin could be such that the sinner cannot experience its
consequences in this life, that is suicide.
1.1.3

Genetic code and thinking at DNA level

TGD predicts entire infinite hierarchy of selves starting from elementary
particle level so that consciousness should be present also at DNA and protein level. The notion of self indeed allows to understand protein folding,
which is rather mysterious phenomenon in standard physics framework.
The physical model of the genetic code constructed in [L2], when interpreted in terms of the model for an abstraction process, suggests the
interpretation of the genetic code as mapping the fundamental 64 truths
to 20 basic conscious experiences, perhaps the protein level emotional experience about truth-ness: it must be emphasized that our experiences are
probably not in question. Amino-acid P could correspond to the emotionally experienced truth ’G1 (P ) or G2 (P ).. or Gn (P ) is true’, where Gi code
for protein P . 3 stopping sign codewords cannot be experienced emotionally
as truths not non-truths (holy trinity at protein level!).
In the model for introns discussed in the chapter [L2] cognitive neutrino
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play an essential role in the genetic program of eukaryotes and suggests that
Boolean mind appears already at molecular level and could correspond to
the logical statements represented by genes. This Boolean mind does not
correspond to our conscious logical thinking.
1.1.4

Does memetic code emerge at the next level of abstraction
process?

The natural question is whether a counterpart of the genetic code could
make sense for memes. Combinatorial Hierarchy model for abstraction process that memetic code should correspond to the level M127 of the hierarchy.
This leads to a precise realization of the memetic code in terms of binary sequences. The secondary p-adic time scale associated with M127 is .1 seconds,
which seems to define the duration for the immediate subjective memory. If
this time scale corresponds to a sequence consisting 127 bits, the duration
of single bit is 1/1270 seconds, which happens to be very near to definite
p-adic time scale but is somewhat shorter than the typical duration of nerve
pulse. This suggests that nerve pulse patterns as such cannot realize the full
memetic code. The time scale associated with k = 252 = 2 × 6 × 21 is .05
seconds and one half of the duration of 127-bit memetic codon. k = 252 allows the representations of both 6- and 7-bit genetic codes and of the 126-bit
memetic code.
An attractive hypothesis is that the temporal sequences for the Z 0 magnetization directions for a block cognitive antineutrinos at cell membrane
space-time sheet provide a representation of the almost 127-bit memetic
codeword. The conscious experience results when the Z 0 magnetization directions flip back to the direction of external Z 0 magnetic field in spin flipping cyclotron transition. M127 = 2127 − 1 different conscious experiences
results since nothing happens if all cognitive antineutrinos are in the same
direction as external Z 0 magnetic field. Z 0 magnetization direction could
be altered by the Z 0 magnetic pulse associated with the Z 0 ME inducing
cell membrane oscillations of nerve pulse pattern.
This raises obvious questions. Does genome have a memetic counterpart;
what would be the function of the memone; what would be the memetic
counterparts of the transcription and translation processes for genes? The
natural guess is that memes are the basic building blocks of cognition and
language. Perhaps also memes are coded by DNA, most naturally by introns, whose portion from the genome increases with the evolutionary level
of organism and is 99 per cent for Homo Sapiens. The sequences of 21 DNA
triplets would naturally realize 126-bit memetic codons 2126 memetic codons
11

at DNA level. The prediction is that the intronic portions of the genome
should consist of basic units containing 21 DNA triplets. This would also
mean that the language conscious-to-us is only a tip of an iceberg. The
intronic part of the DNA would be expressed in terms of MEs and involve
communications between cell membrane and nucleus. The dynamics of this
realization would be fast and nucleus would play the role of cellular brain.

1.2

The product model for the evolution of genetic code

It became as a surprise to me personally that the genetic code has an exact
A-G permutation symmetry and an almost exact T-C permutation symmetry with respect to the third nucleotide. Seen with the eyes of a theoretical physicist knowing the enormous importance of spontaneous symmetry
breaking in physics, these simple symmetries point the way to the understanding of the basic mechanism behind the evolution of the genetic code.
This inspired a simple model for our genetic code allowing to see the
genetic code as a product of much simpler doublet and singlet codes with a
small symmetry breaking due to the interaction between singlets and doublets. This model, even admittedly rather formal, might have deep implications for the theories how the life at the molecular level has involved. The
physical realization of this model will be also discussed briefly. A detailed
discussion can be found in [L4].

1.3

General ideas about codes and languages

By quantum-classical correspondence space-time sheets provide a symbolic
representation for the contents of consciousness. Therefore one can say
that everything in principle represents and the task is to understand how
these symbolic representations are generated, how codes are established, and
how these symbolic representations generated the desired mental images.
This obviously means a profound departure from the basic belief system of
standard biology.
Computer languages form a hierarchy such that highest level languages
are very flexible approaching gradually to the spoken language whereas lowest level languages are very precise and rigid. The notion of self hierarchy
suggests that our spoken language is only a top of an iceberg and that below it is a hierarchy of languages ending down to the cellular level and DNA
is one particular example about ”computer language” realized in terms of
p-adic cognitive codes, in particular genetic and memetic codes. In an attempt to understand whether and how memetic and other p-adic cognitive
12

codes might relate to the spoken and written language one must have some
general ideas codes and language.
1.3.1

The hierarchy of cognitive codes

p-Adic length scale hypothesis suggests an entire hierarchy of cognitive codes
and languages. The primes p ' 2k , k integer seems to be interesting physically, and prime values of k seem to be especially interesting. The codes
would be characterized by the duration of the codeword given by n-ary padic time scale Tp (n) = p(n−1)/2 Tp , Tp = 2k/2−127 T (2, 127), T (2, 127) = .1
seconds. The most general assumption is that number k1 of bits of the
codeword for given integer k1 corresponds to some factor of k, the largest
factor maximizing the information content. Codes could be represented
either as temporal sequences of bits represented as pulses of maximal duration Tp (n)/k1 or as superpositions of k1 harmonics of f1 = 1/Tp (n), where
Fourier components having intensity above/below critical value would represent bit 1/0. These representations will be referred to as pulse and frequency
representations. Frequency representations would be realized in terms of
topological light rays (”massless extremals”, MEs) representing topologically quantized transverse radiation and pulse representations in terms of
scalar wave pulses not possible in Maxwell’s electrodynamics [G3]. This representational dichotomy reflects particle-wave duality and talking left brain
and singing right brain dichotomy.
Memetic and genetic codes represent special examples of cognitive codes.
One must distinguish between two representations: the representations involving 6 bits or almost 7 bits and 126 bits or almost 127 bits. ’Almost’
means that only 2k − 1 bit sequences rather than all 2k bit sequences are
realized as conscious bits if bits are realized as phase transitions.
Codes are always involved with classical communications involving transformation of mental images to a symbolic representation by some code. At
our level of the hierarchy this symbolic representation could be speech, written language, picture, body language... This would suggest that also p-adic
cognitive codes are involved with conscious communications. If these codes
are realized in living systems, the bit sequences with the predicted durations
and bit contents should induce biological effects serving as correlates for the
conscious understanding of the message generated by the codewords at some
level of the hierarchy.
TGD based view about living matter relies on the notion of field body
or magnetic body associated with any system and having size much larger
than the material body. Also these bodies form a fractal hierarchy. The
13

communications from material body to field body could be based on cognitive codes. Given p-adic frequency corresponds fp to a p-adic length scale
Lp = c/fp characterizing the size of the magnetic body involved and for
EEG frequencies the size scale of Earth is natural unit. For instance, p-adic
cognitive codes realized in terms of field patterns would be involved with
the communication of long term declarative memories from the geometric
past.
1.3.2

What language is?

The attempt to understand the possible role of memetic code, a rough vision about what language is, allows to eliminate several ideas which look
promising at first.
a) Language involves generation of symbolic representation of a mental
image by a more or less rigid code. An example of a very flexible code
is code based on associations. The symbolic representation of mental image should induce in the receiver the original mental image as faithfully as
possible. This requires that a lot of common context. In particular, the neurologies and biologies of the sender and receiver must resemble each other
sufficiently. In the case of high level languages like ordinary language even
this is not enough and only simplest verbal signals and body language are
understood universally. The cognitive codes associated with say cell level
communications might make possible communications between cells of even
different species remaining however unconscious to us.
b) The p-adic vision about evolution of cognitive skills like spoken language is that they evolve from long time and length scales to shorter ones.
First a rough sketch about the motor action is created and gradually more
and more details are added. This applies also at the level of the evolution
of language itself. Simple signals expressing and generating emotions evolve
gradually to spoken language which evolves to written language which in
turn evolves to computer languages.
c) Learning of language requires learning of the conventions assigning to
a given symbol a mental image. Sharing of mental images which represent
more primitive ”telepathic” communication makes possible this process. The
observation that even plants and cells can react to our emotions and that
this reaction does not depend much on distance [21], suggest that the sharing
of mental images is in question. This allows to consider the possibility of
inter-species linguistic communications using field patterns.
d) The understanding of language requires transformation of symbolic
representation to conscious experience and here the notion of conscious bit
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(”cbit” [H8]) realized as a phase transition or as an absence of phase transition suggests itself. Phase transition could correspond to magnetization or
formation of electret state and living matter could generate these representations in various length scales.
e) In TGD Universe intentions are realized as actions by a process, which
proceeds from the magnetic body downwards along the hierarchy much like
a desire of a boss of some institution to the lower levels of hierarchy. At
each level intention or intentions are transformed to desires communicated
to the lower levels of hierarchy. Intentions have p-adic space-time sheets
as space-time correlates and are transformed to real ones representing the
desire.
The most plausible realization of this process is in terms of time mirror
mechanism. The space-time sheets in question would correspond to negative
energy topological light rays representing the propagation of signals to the
geometric past and induce processes. The process would continue down to
the level of neurons and even DNA level and generate the desired action as
a reaction to the resulting complex of desires. The beauty of the mechanism
is that the communication to the geometric past makes it instantaneous.
Spoken and written language would rely on the same process and could
propagate down to the level of genome and select the memes to be expressed. The expression of these memes as field patterns would then be a
process propagating upwards in the hierarchy and finally generating speech
or written word. When I decide to say something say the words ”time mirror”, this intention is transformed to a desire communicated to the geometric
past to the lower level of the self hierarchy, and that at this level this desire
generates further desires communicated to the lower levels. Ultimately this
process ends down to the level of cells and even cell nuclei and DNA and
induces response which propagates to the higher levels as neural and other
activities inducing muscular activities in speech organs and generates the
words ”time mirror”.
The signal to the geometric past involves negative energy photons and
topological light rays. The working hypothesis has been that the signal to
the geometric past is only a space-time correlate for sharing of the desire
to generate the action, and does not involve any code. If this is the case
then only the response propagating to the geometric future would be classical signal based on some code. One must however keep mind open to the
possibility that also communications to the geometric past involve code.
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1.3.3

Conscious bits and cognitive representations

The symbols representing message must be transformed to standardized
mental images. The simplest possibility is that the mental images are coded
to patterns of conscious bits or cbits. The general model for sensory and
other qualia suggests that conscious bits should be realized as quantum
jumps sequences associated with phase transitions. In this manner same
quantum number increment is occurs for many particle for single quantum
jump and for sufficiently long sequence of quantum jumps. Bit 1 would correspond to the occurrence of phase transition and bit 0 to the non-occurrence
of the phase transition. For a code of k bits this has important implication:
the codeword containing only zeros does not generate any conscious experience so that the number of experienced code words is 2k − 1. This could
explain why Mersenne primes seem to be define especially important p-adic
time scales.
Living matter is populated by dynamical electrets so that phase transitions between ordinary and electret states at various length scales are expected to be of special importance. Also magnetization of super phases
at magnetic flux tubes of say Earth’s magnetic field is expected to be one
mechanism producing basic qualia serving as as bits.
1.3.4

Computer metaphor at DNA level

Software and hardware are essential elements of the computer and at DNA
level this could mean that genes code for hardware which is not stable as in
case of ordinary computers. This means that computer hardware is replaced
by the possibility to generate it and genes carry the information needed
for this. Introns would in turn represent the software, the programs and
therefore also the linguistic aspect of DNA. An interesting possibility is
that introns realize memes as sequences of 21 DNA triplets. This picture
allows and even suggests that even DNA level might be involved with the
generation of spoken words and define the deep structure of language.

2

Combinatorial Hierarchy and Genetic Code

It is already found that Combinatorial Hierarchy emerges as a unique hierarchy of mappings of Boolean thoughts to association sequences, which could
perhaps correspond to nerve pulse patterns, or more probably, to temporal
field patterns. In the following the connection of Combinatorial Hierarchy
with genetic code is demonstrated.
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2.1

Combinatorial Hierarchy as a model for abstraction process

One could view the development of intelligence as a process, which takes
place as sub-sequent transitions from hierarchy level to a higher hierarchy level, meta-level. First there are statements about concrete things, say
numbers. Then come the statements about statements (say theorems about
theorems of number theory): ”If theorem A is true then theorem B is true”.
Then come the statements about statements about...
What is remarkable is that the so called Combinatorial Hierarchy [16]
(which emerged first in particle physics context) results from this kind of
gradual abstraction process consider Z2 valued functions. The value 1 might
correspond to ”true” and 0 to ”not true”.
i) Assume that lowest level corresponds to 2 statements.
ii) Go to the meta level and consider statements about statements (theorems
about theorems in mathematics). Therefore one must consider Z2 valued
Boolean functions in Z2 corresponding to statements of type ’P is true’
and ’P is not true’ : there are altogether 4 of them. Drop the statement
represented by (0, 0).
iii) Again one goes to meta level and considers statements about statements
about statements that is functions from 3-element set to Z2 : 7 elements
altogether, when one throws away the statement represented by sequence of
zero bits.
iv) Continuing this process one clearly gets Combinatorial Hierarchy.
The somewhat mysterious feature is the dropping of one statement. If
the construction corresponds to the construction assigning creation of the
cognitive fermion pair with the splitting of a wormhole contact connecting
two space-time sheets, then the requirement that the two space-time sheets
form a connected structure drops exactly one configuration (no wormhole
contacts connecting the two space-time sheets) from consideration. Second
interpretation would be in terms of conscious bit. If conscious bit ’1’ is
represented as a phase transition of some kind then the sequence of ’0’s is
not representable as a conscious bits so that only 2k − 1 code words are
representable for k bit code and the only k − 1 bits are fully representable
which suggests that only 2k−1 bits represent information and remaining bits
could play the same role as parity bits.
There is second construction which is purely set theoretical and gives a
natural explanation for the dropping of one statement. Consider subsets of
the set (0, 1). There are 3 of them if the physically non-realizable empty
set is excluded. Consider next the subsets of the 3-element set: there are
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23 − 1 = 7 of these sets if empty set is excluded. By continuing the process
one finds that the numbers of the Combinatorial Hierarchy result. This
suggests that the physical non-realizability of (0, 0, ...) Boolean statement is
basic reason for dropping it from consideration.
The numbers of the Combinatorial Hierarchy have some properties, which
suggest that they are very closely related to Genetic Code.
a) The numbers p = 3 = M2 , 7 = M3 , 127 = M7 , M127 are Mersenne primes.
It is possible that all the Mersenne numbers M (n + 1) = MM (n) of the
sequence are primes. This implies that the statements can be given the algebraic structure of Finite Field G(p, 1). Therefore the set of the Boolean
statements has also interpretation as a simplified model for arithmetics and
the arithmetic abilities of the intelligent system grow gradually in transitions
from level to meta level. As a consequence the basic conjecture
M (n + 1) = MM (n) = 2M (n) − 1 prime n = 1, 2, ... ,
(1)
roughly means that there is no upper bound for the arithmetic abilities of
intelligent system!
b) The statements at the level p are of two types: ’P is true’ and ’P is not
true’ and there are clearly N (p) = (p + 1)/2 mutually consistent statements
at level p. These numbers come as 2, 4, 64, 2126 , .. for p = 3, 7, 127, ... What
is remarkable is that N (7) = 4 is the number of different DNA:s and N (127)
is the number of different DNA sequences. This suggests that DNA:s represent physically consistent with a given atomic statement at level p.
c) The Finite Field G(p, 1) has the cyclic group Zp−1 as the multiplicative group of nonzero elements. The dimensions of these groups read as
1, 2, 6 = 2 · 3, 126 = 6 · 21, ... for Combinatorial Hierarchy. The multiplicative group of the previous level can be regarded as a subgroup of the next
level multiplicative group for the lowest members of the Combinatorial Hierarchy at least: Zpn −1 ⊂ Zpn+1 −1 . The reason is that pn+1 − 1 is divisible
by pn − 1 for the lowest Mersenne primes. In fact divisibility holds true also
for M127 − 1 and M7 − 1. Divisibility condition gives
2126 − 1 = 63n .

(2)

The condition is satisfied!: 63 = 32 · 7 divides 2126 − 1, whose prime factorization [17] is given by
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2126 − 1 = 33 · 72 · 19 · 43 · 73 · 127 · X ,
X = 337 · 5419 · 92737 · 649657 · 77158673929 .

(3)

Actually the divisibility follows quite generally from the following little theorem:
Theorem: M (n)−1 divides M (n+1)−1 always and M (n) divides M (n+1)−1
if M (n) is prime.
The divisibility of M (M (n)) − 1 by prime M (n) follows as a particular
case a = 2, p = M (n) of Fermat’s theorem stating that ap−1 = 1 mod p
holds true for any natural number a and any prime p. The divisibility of
M (M (n)) − 1 by M (n) − 1 is equivalent with the divisibility of 2M (n)−1 − 1
with 2M (n−1)−1 − 1. This property holds true for the lowest Mersenne numbers of the Combinatorial Hierarchy and can be proven to hold true generally
by induction using the following lemma [18]:
Lemma: The greatest common multiplier (x, y) for integers x = 2a − 1 and
y = 2b − 1 satisfies (2a − 1, 2b − 1) = 2(a,b) − 1. The proof of the lemma is
based on the observation that the polynomial xn − 1 (x = 2 now) factorizes
into a product of factors (xni − 1), where ni is factor of n. For the polynomials xa − 1 and xb − 1 the largest common multiplier is therefore x(a,b) − 1.
For a = M (n) − 1 and b = M (M (n + 1)) − 1 lemma together with the induction assumption gives (a, b) = 2(M (n)−1,M (n−1)−1) −1 = 2M (n−1)−1 −1: the result means that 2M (n−1)−1 −1 = M (n)−1 divides 2M (n)−1 −1 = M (n+1)−1.
The prime number property of Mersenne numbers is not needed in the proof.
As a consequence one has an infinite hierarchy of coset spaces Zpn+1 −1 /Zpn −1 =
Zkn , which are also cyclic groups. The first members of this hierarchy are
Zk1 ) = Z2 , Z3 , Z21 , .... Also the groups Zkn satisfy the condition Zkn ⊂ Zkn+1
for the lowest values of k with k1 excluded and an interesting possibility is
that kn divides kn+1 quite generally for some number theoretic reason.
d) What is remarkable is that k2 = 3 is the number of DNA:s in DNA
triplets and k3 = 21 is the number of amino-acids plus stopping sign coded
by DNA:s. This observation suggests that amino-acids correspond to the
subset of the statements of G(pn , 1) imbeddable as subgroup Zkn to Zpn −1
for pn = 127. A little consideration shows that the map x → xkn−1 gives a
unique imbedding for the amino-acid type statements to Zpn −1 .
n
1 2
3
4
127
M (n)
3 7 127
2 −1
N (DN A, n) = (M (n) + 1)/2
2 4 64
2126
N (amino, n) = (M (n) − 1)/(M (n − 1) − 1) 2 3 21 (2126 − 1)/63
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Table 1. The lowest Mersenne numbers of Combinatorial Hierarhcy
(known to be primes), the numbers of ’DNA’ kn−1 -plets and the numbers
of ’amino-acids’ for these levels.
These observations suggest a general model for Genetic Code. The 64
DNA sequences give a physical representation for the statements compatible with a given atomic statement at p = 127 level of the Combinatorial
Hierarchy. The choice of these mutually compatible statements as a subset of G(127, 1) is by no means unique and is determined by the evolution.
The 21 amino-acids (stopping sign is regarded formally as ’amino-acid’) at
p = 127 level correspond to the unique statements representable in the form
y = x6 in Z126 and form cyclic group Z21 . Genetic code can be regarded
as the mapping x → x6 mapping all DNA type statements to amino acid
type statements. The interpretation of the amino-acid type statements is
as general axioms and DNA type statements are regarded as special cases
of these axioms. Amino-acid sequences in turn are regarded as theorems
derivable from axioms by constructing amino-acid sequences: the direction
of the sequence is unique by the chirality of the amino-acid molecules.
The formation of theorems in formal system indeed corresponds to the
formation of symbol sequences by some rules (now the rules are extremely
simple, perhaps too simple!). The representability of DNA:s as triplets of 4
basic units has explanation: actually a more general the formula N (DN A, n) =
(pn + 1)/2 = ((pn−1 + 1)/2)kn−1 = N (DN A, n − 1)N (amino,n−1) holds true
for all levels of the Combinatorial Hierarchy. In particular, for p = 127 one
has 64 = 43 . Actually an infinite hierarchy of Genetic Codes suggests itself:
for the n:th member of the Hierarchy there are kn axioms and if kn divides
kn+1 the axioms of level n are imbeddable as a subgroup Zkn to the group
Zkn+1 of axioms at level n+1 and the counterpart of Gödel’s Incompleteness
Theorem holds true.

2.2

Interpretation of genetic code

Finite Field Computer picture leads to the interpretation of genetic code as
a map from the set of well defined truth values X64 ⊂ G(127, 1) (DNA:s) to
the set Z126 /Z6 = Z21 ⊂ G(127, 1) (amino-acids).
a) The interpretation of the previous observation is that amino-acids and
’stopping sign’ correspond to the elements x of the coset space Y = Z126 /Z6 =
Z21 obtained by identifying two elements a and b of Z126 are identified if
a6 = b6 holds true. The realization of Z21 as a subset of G127,1 is obtained
as the set of non-vanishing sixth powers of G(127, 1) elements
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z ∈ Z21 <=> z = x6 , 0 6= x ∈ G(127, 1) .

(4)

Since a coset space is in question d = 126/21 = 6 elements of Z126 are
mapped to a given element of Z21 in the map x → x6 .
b) According to the proposed model of intelligent system DNA triplets correspond to a subset X64 of 64 well determined truth values of p = 127 logic
but at this stage there is no first principle telling which subset corresponds
to truth values. Let us however assume that X64 corresponds to subset of
Z126 so that zero element is excluded from X64 .
c) With these identifications genetic code correspond to the mapping x → x6
from the set X64 of well defined truth values to Z21
x ∈ X64 → x6 ∈ Z21 .

(5)

The number of DNA triplets d coding same amino acid is just the number
of elements of X64 mapped to same element of Y and this gives strong
constraints for the identification of X64 as subset of G(127, 1). Clearly,
genetic code is to a high degree equivalent with the identification of 64element DNA triplets as subset of Z126 . The identification of X64 as subset
of Z126 cannot however be determined uniquely since the group Z6 acts as
the symmetry group of the code permuting the 6 elements of Z21 mapped
to same element of Z126 and leading to a code with same degeneracies d.
An important prediction is that at most six DNA triplets can correspond
to same amino acid. As the following table shows the condition is satisfied:
there are three amino acids for which DNA degeneracy d is 6. This means
that it is indeed possible to realize genetic code in the proposed manner.
d
N

6
3

4
5

3
2

2
9

1
2

Table 1. The number of amino acids N associated with a given degeneracy d telling the number of DNA triplets mapped to the amino acid in
genetic code. The degeneracies are always smaller than 7 as predicted by
the proposed explanation of the Genetic Code.
One can consider first simple guesses for the identification of X64 as
a subset of G(127, 1). The identification as even elements y = 2k, k =
0, 63 is not possible since zero cannot belong to X64 : same applies to the
identification as odd elements. The identification as the elements expressible
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as squares y = x2 is excluded for the same reason. One could include
the 64th DNA by identifying it as an arbitrary element of Z126 . All these
identifications yield almost completely symmetric genetic code: d = 3 for all
21 amino acids except one for with one has d = 4 so that something more
complicated is needed.

2.3

Genetic Code as a result of geometric symmetry breaking

One could try to understand the pattern of degeneracies as a symmetry
breaking pattern, but not in terms of group representations as is done usually
but in terms of group orbits. For single DNA multiplet associated with given
amino-acid the natural symmetry group is Z6 or some of its subgroups and
DNA multiplet of given amino-acid can be regarded as a union of orbits
for the subgroup in question. The subgroups of Z126 /Z6 = Z3 Z7 in turn
can transform the DNA multiplets with same degeneracy to each other and
amino-acids with same degeneracy can be regarded as a union of orbits of
Z7 , Z3 or Z1 . This symmetry pattern seems to work!
a) Consider first the group Z6 acting inside DNA multiplets associated with
given amino-acid. The definition of Z21 implies that the DNA:as associated
with d = 6 amino-acids must be identified as six-element orbits of Z6 symmetry. d = 3, d = 2, d = 1 amino acids correspond to the breaking of Z6 to
Z3 ,Z2 and to Z1 respectively. d = 4 amino-acids are however problematic
since Z6 does not have 4-element subgroup. One can interpret d = 4 DNA:s
either as a union of two Z2 orbits or as a union of Z3 and Z1 orbits: Z1 orbit
corresponds most naturally to the mirror image of one Z3 point, when the
points of Z126 are represented as points of unit circle. This interpretation
seems to be more appropriate.
b) Consider next the group Z21 acting on amino-acids. The 3 d = 6 aminoacids could be identified as an orbit of Z3 ⊂ Z21 . If one regards the 5
d = 4 multiplets as unions of Z3 and Z1 orbits one can obtain altogether
2 + 5 Z3 ⊂ Z6 orbits, which could be regarded as Z7 orbit. What remains
is 5 + 2 = 7 Z1 orbits, which could be regarded as Z7 orbit. Therefore it
seems that amino-acids can be ordered nicely into the orbits of Z3 and Z7 .
It turns however that exact symmetry is broken and some orbits are slightly
deformed or even broken to pieces.
There are good reasons for symmetry breaking.
a) Besides symmetry also redundancy of the genetic code is desirable: this
means that the number of the amino-acids with small degeneracy should be
as small as possible. Z6 (or some subgroup) symmetry and redundancy are
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competing factors since average degeneracy is always same and symmetry
tends to increase the redundancy associated with some amino acids. Therefore redundancy requirement might be one underlying reason for symmetry
breaking.
b) It turns out that also the competition between symmetries Z3 and Z7
in Z27 forces either Z7 or Z3 symmetry breaking already before the ’actual’
symmetry breaking.
c) The third reason for the symmetry breaking is the constraint that the
numbers of DNA triplets and amino-acids are constrained to 64 and 21 respectively. For, instance 63 DNA:s allows representation as a union 9 Z6
orbits having Z3 ⊂ Z21 as symmetry group but for 64 DNA:s there is necessarily one Z1 orbit present.
It would be nice if one could understand the genetic code as a small
perturbation of some code with both high symmetry and high redundancy.
One could even assume that the number of amino-acids before the symmetry
breaking is smaller than 21 so that symmetry breaking is necessary to obtain
21 amino-acids. A geometric picture of the situation is obtained by regarding
the points of Z126 as points Φ = n2π/126 of a unit circle endowed with
standard metric so that it becomes possible to define what ’small’ symmetry
breaking means.

2.4

Symmetry breaking scenarios

The genetic code can be reproduced as the following symmetry breaking
pattern.
a) Unbroken symmetry corresponds to the following situation. There are
6 = 3 + 3 amino-acids with maximal degeneracy d = 6 and 7 amino-acids
with degeneracy d = 4: altogether 13 < 21 so that symmetry breaking is
necessary. d = 6 multiplets correspond to 6 Z6 orbits Φ = n2π/6 + k∆(i),
with ∆(i) = ki 2π/126 < 2π/6. Single d = 4 multiplet corresponds to Z3
orbit plus single point, which is diametrically opposite to one of the points at
Z3 orbit. More explicitly: basic (3, 1) multiplet corresponds to the Z3 orbit
Φ3 (k) = 6∆ + k2π/3, k = 0, 1, 2 plus the point Φ1 = 6∆ + π. By acting
on this orbit with rotations ∆1 (i) = ki 2π/126, i = 0, ..., 6, ∆1 (i) < 2π/6
one obtains 7 d = 4 multiplets. Obviously one must have ∆(i) 6= ∆1 (j) for
each i, j pair in order to avoid overlapping. The actual imbedding of Z6
multiplets is not relevant for the degeneracies of the genetic code and will
be discussed later.
b) The first symmetry breaking is Z6 → Z2 and occurs for 3 d = 6 aminoacids and leads from 3 Z6 orbits to 9 Z2 orbits so that 9 d = 2 amino23

acids result. Breaking can be understood geometrically as follows. Single
d = 6 multiplet is obtained by Z2 action (reflection) from Z3 orbit, say
Φ(k) = k2π/3. What happens is that two points on Z3 orbit that for Z 3
orbit the points Φ(k) with k = 1 and 4 are rotated slightly with different
rotation angles
Φ(1)

→

Φ(1) + δ1 ,

Φ(4) → Φ(4) + δ1 ,
Φ(5)

→

Φ(5) − δ2 ,

Φ(6)

→

δi

=

1<

ki

Φ(6) − δ2 ,
ki 2π
,
126
<6 .

(6)

Here δi must be chosen so that the deformed points do not coincide with
already ’occupied’ points. Minimal symmetry breaking is obtained with k1 =
1 = k2 but would lead to overlapping. One must also have k1 6= k2 (k1 = k2
would imply additional reflection symmetry). The symmetry breaking leads
to 9 + 7 = 16 amino acids with degeneracies d ≥ 2.
c) The second symmetry breaking leads from 7 d = 4 multiplets to 5 d = 4
multiplets, 2 d = 3 multiplets and 2 d = 1 multiplets. What happens is
that 2 basic d = 4 multiplets consisting of Z3 orbit and mirror image of one
of Z3 points is deformed d = 3 plus d = 1 multiplet: this is achieved if mirror
image point is slighly shifted. The deformation is obtained by performing
for the basic multiplet (Φ3 (k) = k2π/3, Φ1 = π) the deformation
Φ1 = π → π ± δ 3 .

(7)

δ3 = k3 2π/126, 1 < k3 < 6 followed by appropriate rotation carrying broken
multiplet to its own position. k3 = 1 is not allowed since it would lead to
overlapping and k3 = 2 leads to the smallest possible symmetry breaking.
One can try to find unique imbedding of X64 (and also try to understand
the uniqueness of the genetic code) by requiring that amino-acids form orbits
of Z21 or its subgroups. Z3 and Z7 are competing symmetries and not
consistent with each other: the reason is that Z3 orbits and Z7 orbits in
same basic angular range of length 2π/6 necessarily overlap since between
two points of Z3 orbit there are always just 6 points so that Z7 orbit cannot
be put between two points on Z3 orbit. Therefore one must choose between
either enhanced Z3 or Z7 symmetry for the imbedding of X64 .
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Consider first Z3 symmetric situation.
a) 6 = 3 + 3 Z6 orbits decompose naturally into two orbits of Z3 . The first
Z3 orbit corresponds to Φ(k, m) = 6m · 2π/126 + k2π/6 , m = 0, 1, 2 and
second Z3 orbit is obtained from this orbit by a rotation ∆Φ = 2π/126.
When Z6 orbits break down to 9 Z2 orbits the Z2 orbits can form 3 separate
orbits of Z3 .
b) The graphical experimentation with various possibilities shows that one
must split Z7 orbit to three pieces 7 = 1 + 2 + 2 + 2 so that the 2:s form
Z3 orbit. Therefore complete breaking of Z7 symmetry makes possible additional Z3 symmetry. This means that one d = 4 orbits arrange into 2
Z3 orbits and one Z1 orbit before symmetry breaking. After the symmetry
breaking the 2 d = 3 multiplets and d = 3:s belonging to 5 d = 4 : s form
still Z3 orbits but two d = 1:s are thrown out of corresponding Z3 orbits.
c) An example of an imbedding satisfying these constraints is given by the
following formulas
d
6

N(d)
3

2

9

4
3
1

5
2
2

Φ/∆ = n mod 126 , ∆ = 2π/126
n = A(i) + B(k) ,A(i) = 21i, B(k) = 7k, i ∈ I, k ∈ K
I = {0, 1, .., 5}, K = {0, 1, 2}
n = (A(i) + B(k) + 1 + δ1 (i)), i ∈ I, k ∈ K
δ1 (0) = δ1 (3) = 0, δ1 (1) = δ1 (4) = −3, δ1 (2) = δ1 (5) = 4
n = i + 42k, n = i + 63, i = 2, 10, 11, 17, 18, k ∈ K
n = i + 42k ,i = 3, 4, k ∈ K
n = i + 63 + δ2 (i) ,i = 3, 4, δ2 (3) = −1, δ2 (4) = 1

Table 2. Explicit form for the Z3 symmetric imbedding of X64 consistent
with Genetic Code. The index k appearing in the formulas labels points on
Z3 orbit. The imbedding is illustrated in figure 2.4.
Consider next Z7 type scenario. 7 d = 4:s can be put into single Z7 orbit.
d = 6 representations cannot however form neither Z7 full orbits nor full Z3
orbits in this case. After the symmetry breaking the 2 d = 3 multiplets
and d = 3:s belonging to 5 d = 4 : s form still Z7 orbits but two d = 1:s
are thrown out of corresponding Z7 orbits. There exists no full Z7 orbit
consisting of amino-acids with same d after symmetry breaking so that in
this sense Z7 sceneario possesses much less symmetry than Z3 scenario. An
explicit example is given by the following formulas
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Figure 1: The imbedding X64 ⊂ Z126 reproducing Genetic Code and possessing Z3 type symmetry. The lengths of radial lines are 6 + d, where
d = 1, 2, 3, 4, 6 is the number of DNA:s associated with amino-acid. The
angular distance between points on Z3 (Z7 ) orbits is to 20 (2.85) degrees.
d
6

N(d)
3

2

9

4
3
1

5
2
2

Φ/∆ = n mod 126, ∆ = 2π/126
n = A(i) + B(k) , A(i) = 21i, B(k) = 7k + δ1 (k),i ∈ I,k ∈ K
I = {0, .., 5}, K = {0, 1, 2}, δ1 (1) = 5, δ1 (0) = delta1 (2) = 0
n = A(i) + δ2 (i) + 1 + B(k),i ∈ I, k ∈ K
δ2 (1) = δ2 (4) = −2 , δ2 (2) = δ − 2(5) = 2,
n = 3 + i + 42k, n = i + 63, i = 2, ..., 6, k ∈ K
n = 3 + i + 42k ,i = 1, 7, k ∈ K
n = i + 63 + δ3 (i) ,i = 1 or 7, δ3 (1) = −1, δ3 (7) = 1

Table 3. Explicit form for the Z7 type imbedding of X64 consistent with
Genetic Code. The imbedding is illustrated in figure 2.4.
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Figure 2: Z7 type imbedding X64 ⊂ Z126 reproducing Genetic Code. Symmetry breaking is much larger for this imbedding although visually the
imbedding looks perhaps more symmetric than Z3 type imbedding.
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2.5

In what sense the physical genetic code is unique?

The proposed symmetry breaking scenario is certainly not the only one. A
constraint on symmetry breaking patterns comes from the requirement that
all amino acids are coded. In terms of orbit multiplicities g(k) (number of
amino acids with same number of DNA:s) one has two conditions
X
X

g(k) = 21 ,

k=1,2,3,4,6

g(k)k = 64 .

(8)

k=1,2,3,4,6

k = 4 case corresponds to two Z3 and Z1 orbits associated with single amino
acid. This gives
g(1) = −22 + g(3) + 2g(4) + 4g(6) ,
g(2) = 43 − 2g(3) − 3g(4) − 5g(6) .

(9)

This means that all possible genetic codes are labeled by the three integers
g(3), g(4) and g(6). The conditions imply
g(3) + 2g(4) + 4g(6) ≥ 22 ,
2g(3) + 3g(4) + 5g(6) ≤ 43 .

(10)

These conditions restrict the possible symmetry breaking scenarios. In particular, g(6) ≤ 8 must hold true so that maximal symmetry corresponds to
the codes with (g(3), g(4), g(6)) equal to (1, 0, 8) or (0, 1, 8).
In the proposed symmetry breaking scenario the number of DNA:s is
automatically fixed to 64 and the only requirement is that deformation of
X64 is such that the number of amino-acids is not smaller than 21. If one
assumes that the only symmetry breakings are of form 6 → 3·2 and 4 → 3+1
and denotes the numbers of broken d = 6 and d = 4 multiplets with k6 and
k4 respectively the condition for 21 amino acids reads as (6 − k6 ) + 3k6 +
(7 − k4 ) + 2k4 = 21 , which gives k6 = 4 − k4 /2, k4 = 0, 2, 4, 6. k4 gives the
number of d = 1 amino-acids and k4 /2 + 2 gives the number of the unbroken
6 orbits: these numbers clearly measure redundancy and symmetry. The
numbers of amino-acids with various degeneracies are given by
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N (d = 1) = N (3) = k4 ,
N (2) = 3(4 − k4 /2) ,
N (4) = 7 − k4 ,
N (6) = 2 + k4 .

(11)

The following table summarizes the 4 genetic codes possible under these
assumptions
N (d = 1)
0
2
4
6

N (d = 2)
12
9
6
3

N (d = 3)
0
2
4
6

N (d = 4)
7
5
3
3

N (d = 6)
2
3
4
5

Table 4.: The 4 possible genetic codes assuming unbroken initial Z3
symmetry with numbers of amimo acids with same degeneracy.
The physically realized genetic code (second row) is clearly a compromise between symmetry and redundancy. By the previous construction the
physically realized code is characterized by additional symmetry: namely
the group Z3 ⊂ Z21 transforming both 3 d = 6 amino-acids and 3 triplets
of d = 2 amino acids to each other. For all other Z3 type alternatives this
symmetry is broken. Therefore the physical genetic code corresponds in a
well defined sense to minimal symmetry breaking.

2.6

Hierarchy of Genetic Codes?

Genetic Code generalizes to an entire hierarchy of genetic codes at formal
level, at least.
a) The spaces X4 ⊂ X64 ⊂ X(M127 +1)/2 = X2126 ⊂ .... an be regarded as a
hierarchy of ’DNA triplets’.
b) The preceding results suggest that the multiplicative groups associated
with the Combinatorial Hierarchy form also a hierarchy: Z2 ⊂ Z6 ⊂ Z126 ⊂
ZM127 −1 ⊂ ...... This is true if the dimensions divide each other: 2|6|126|M127 −
1|..... 126 indeed divides M127 − 1 = 2(2126 − 1) and the number of ’aminoacids’ at the third level is (2126 − 1)/63! The result holds generally from
Fermat’s theorem (2p−1 = 1 mod p) if the Mersenne numbers of the Combinatorial Hierarchy are primes.
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c) If Combinatorial Hierarchy consists of primes the coset spaces Z6 /Z2 =
Z3 ⊂ Z126 /Z6 = Z21 ⊂ ZM127 −1 /Z126 ⊂ .... exist and form a hierarchy of
’amino-acids’.
The redundancy of the genetic code could be interpreted as resulting from
a hierarchy of discrete gauge symmetries: ZMn −1 acts as gauge symmetry
in the space ZMMn −1 .
There is still further apparent numerical co-incidence. For the first 3
levels the numbers of ’amino-acids’ are
a0 = 2 ,
a1 = 3

(12)

per,
a2 = 21 ,
a3 = ((M127 − 1)/2)/((M7 + 1)/2)) = (2126 − 1)/63 .

(13)

The numbers of ’DNA’-n-plets (well defined truth values) are
d0 = 2 ,
d1 = 4 = 22 = da00 ,
d2 = 64 = 43 = da11 ,
d3 = 2126 = 6421 = da22 .
(14)
The formulas imply that one can construct the physical DNA-triplets at
level 2 as d2 = da11 = 43 triplets of DNA molecules. At level 3 one can
construct d3 = da22 = 6321 = 2126 ’DNA’ 21-plets of 64 different DNAtriplets. More generally, DNA-plets at given level n correspond to an−1 -plets
of DNA formed from the DNA-plets of the previous level since the identity

dn =

(Mn + 1)
an−1
= dn−1
= 2an−1 an−2 an−3 ...a0 .
2

(15)

holds true in general since the groups ZMn −1 forms a hierarchy of nested
subgroups.
The result means that the concrete physical representation of truth values of Mn logic as ’DNA’ sequences is an internal property of the Combinatorial Hierarchy. The immediate prediction is that sequences of 21 DNAtriplets should code for a3 = (2126 −1)/63 generalized amino-acids consisting
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of sequences of 21 amino-acids acids: these units could be regarded as some
kind of ’pre-genes’. The number of amino-acid sequences consisting of 21
amino-acids (of order 291 is much smaller than the number of generalized
amino-acids (of order 2120 ), which means that the ordinary amino acids
cannot provide an optimal realization of DNA sequences: many generalized
amino-acids have no DNA sequence as their representative. DNA sequences
are known to contain passive sections, introns, which do not code DNA.
An interesting question is whether these sections could represent M127 level
sequences: if so the number of DNA triplets in these sections should be a
multiple of 21.
If the lowest level of the Hierarchy is present DNA:s should be representable as doublets formed from two different p = 3 ’pre-DNA’:s and these
should code for 3 different ’pre-amino-acids’. This kind of structure is not
realized in Nature so that the p = 7 level of DNA:s is in this sense irreducible.

2.7

The structure of the negation map

The negation map mapping statement to its negation is highly non-unique
unless it possesses symmetries and it is interesting to find what one can
conclude about the structure of this map by symmetry arguments.
a) For each amino-acid type general statement there are six special cases
of the statement. The fact that only 64 statements are actually consistent
with a given atomic statement means that some special cases associated with
different amino-acids correspond to statement and its negation whereas two
points at given Z6 orbit cannot correspond to a statement and its negation.
b) 62 negations of 64 DNA type statements belong to Z126 . One lacking
negation corresponds to the zero element of G(127, 1) and the second one
corresponds to the excluded statement in the construction of the Combinatorial Hierarchy. One can associate to each amino-acid definite number of
negations as the number of elements in the complement of DNA type statements on the Z6 orbit defined by amino-acid (at Z6 orbit all statements must
be consistent with a fixed atomic statement). These numbers are d1 = 0 for
3 d = 6 amino-acids , d1 = 2 for 5 d = 3 + 1 amino-acids, d1 = 4 for 9
d = 2 amino-acids and d1 = 5 for the 2 d = 1 amino-acids so that negations
’code’ only 18 amino-acids so that duality symmetry between statements
and their negations is not possible.
c) Negation must map statements at given orbit to a different orbit. It is
however natural to require that points on same orbit, say A, are mapped
on same orbit, say B, if possible and that the angles and ordering of points
belonging to same orbit are preserved in negation map. More generally, the
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ordering of points on circle should be preserved.
d) For 2 d = 3 amino-acids, call them a and b, the Z 3 orbit a (b) is mapped
to the complement of Z 3 orbit b (a). The map is unique apart from Z 3
rotation.
e) For 9 d = 2 amino-acids Z 2 orbits (pairs of diametrically opposite points)
form 3 Z 3 orbits and Z 3 rotation plus a rotation inside Z 6 orbit gives good
candidate for negation map. As a consequence 9 Z2 orbits in the complement remains ’free’ and form 3 Z3 orbits, call them Gi .
f) It is natural map d = 6 orbits to these free 9 Z2 orbits in Z3 symmetric
manner, which means that the content of single Z6 orbit i is mapped into 3
d = 2 orbits in Gi . Diametrically opposite point pair on Z6 orbit is mapped
to a similar point pair in Gi . The map is unique if one requires that Z6
element on the initial orbit goes to same Z6 element on the final orbit and
this in turn makes the map of 9 Z2 orbits unique apart from reflection.
g) The 5 d = 3 + 1 amino-acids form unions of diametrically opposite point
pair Ai plus point pair Bi ,i = 1, ..., 5 separated by angle of 120 degrees.
Point pairs Bi can be mapped to the mirror image B̄j of Bj , j 6= i: one can
require that cyclic ordering of pairs Bi is preserved in map to remove part
of the non-uniqueness. 2 + 2 pairs Ai can be mapped to the 2 + 2 pairs Ci in
the complements of 2 d = 1 orbits containing 5 points each (2 diametrically
opposite pairs Ci plus single point). The remaining pair, say Ai0 , can be
mapped to zero element of G(127, 1) and to the ’dropped out’ statement.
h) Denoting the mirror images of 2 d = 1 statements a and b by ā and b̄ the
negation map for them reads as (a, b) → (b̄, ā).

2.8

Combinatorial Hierarchy as a hierarchy of formal systems

Usually [19] formal system is understood as a system of symbols, axioms interpreted as allowed basic strings of symbols and rules for constructing new
sequences from the symbols. In [19] the exciting analogies between the symbol sequences of formal systems and DNA and amino acids sequences and
Genetic Code were emphasized and it indeed seems that more than analogy
is in question. The model for the Genetic Code suggests an interpretation
of Combinatorial Hierarchy as a hierarchy of formal systems with DNA type
statements identifiable as a maximal set of mutually consistent statements
and amino-acid type statements as basic axiom type truths. Genetic code
results from the necessary but non-unique selection of these statements consistent with a fixed atomic statement and the selection of these statements
could be a result of fight for survival at the level of amino-acids. The rule for
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forming statements in this system is simple: just form DNA sequences with
building blocks consisting of an−1 (number of ’amino-acids’ at level n − 1)
DNA-sequences of previous level. Theorems are obtained by coding these
statements to amino-acid sequences.
Consider first DNA type statements.
a) It was already suggested that the elements of Finite Fields in the Combinatorial Hierarchy correspond to a hierarchy of statements about statements
about .... and therefore a sequence of formal systems formed from basic formal system by successive construction of meta level statements.
b) Finite Field provides a language to construct all possible statements. As
already found, the (p+1)/2 (p is Mersenne prime in the Combinatorial Hierarchy) statements correspond to maximal set of statements consistent with
a fixed atomic statement of this formal system. This is indeed a possible
interpretation. Combinatorial Hierarchy was constructed by starting from a
set containing just two statements 1 and 0. In the first p = 3 level one forms
4 statements about these two statements and drops the one representable as
(0, 0). There are however 2 contradictory statements of type P and not P
in this set so that only 2 = (p + 1)/2 statements are consistent with a
given atomic statement in the real world. At the level p one has p = Mn
statements about lower level statements and by construction (p−1)/2 statements P have also their negation in the set of all possible statements so that
(p + 1)/2 consistent statements with a fixed atomic statement are possible.
Thus the conclusion is that 64 DNA triplets represent the maximum number
of mutually consistent statements at level p = M7 = 127 of a formal system
possibly having a hierarchy of meta levels.
Consider next the interpretation for the set Zkn = Zpn −1 /Zpn−1 −1 , kn =
(pn − 1)/(pn−1 + 1) of amino-acid type statements.
a) In any formal system there are two kind of meta statements that is statements P (Q1 , ..Qn ) about statements. The first class corresponds to theorems P (Q1 , ...Qn ) without any reference to the particular value of statements Qi : a simple example is general theorem stating the conditions under
which an orthogonal triangle with two integer sides is Pythagorean triangle: m2 + n2 = l2 with m, n, l integers. Second class corresponds to the
theorems with (Q1 , ..., Qn ) possessing definite values: a simple example is
previous theorem for triangle having sides 2, 1 and 3: 22 + 12 = 32 . The
set of ’amino-acid’ type statements does not depend on the choice of the
choice fo the (p + 1)/2 statements consistent with a given atomic statement
and this suggests the interpretation ’amino-acid’ type statements as general
axiom like truths without any reference to the values of the argument of
the statement. What is special in the proposed hierarchy of formal systems
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that the substitution operation corresponds to the multiplication of Zk element with the element Zpn−1 −1 . The introduction of mutual consistency
by selecting (p + 1)/2 special statements implies that the number of DNA:s
per amino-acid corresponds to the number of special cases associated with a
given ’axiom’ depends on the ’axiom’. There is still upper bound for special
cases given by pn−1 − 1.
c) In a good formal system the choice of DN A type statements should be
such that there is at least one statement per each truth. The most important
truths (as far as survival is considered) should correspond to full Zpn−1 −1
orbits.
Gödel’s Incompleteness Theorem was one of the basic themes in the
book of Hofstadter [19]. Theorem states that in any sufficiently complicated
formal system (,that is, practically interesting) there are truths, which are
not provable. The Incompleteness Theorem seems to have its analog in biosystems. As already observed at the level M127 DNA sequences consisting of
21 triplets correspond to true statements, which can be regarded as special
cases of general truths, whose number is (2126−1 )/63 ∼ 2120 . Amino-acid
sequences consisting of 21 amino-acids give a natural realization for a subset of these truths and the genetic code map is induced from the Genetic
Code at the basic level p = 127. The number of the truths given by these
sequences is of order 2021 ∼ 291 (taking into account the reduction caused
by the stopping sign) and much smaller than all possible truths. The interpretation is that the number of possible theorems obtained by forming
amino-acid sequences is much smaller than the number of truths. One could
always add ’axioms’ by realizing the remaining truths in some new manner
but since the number of levels in the Combinatorial Hierarchy is infinite (assuming that the Mersenne numbers in question are primes) there are always
unprovable truths in the system. One can obviously classify the formal systems according to which level is the basic irreducible level inducing genetic
code at higher levels.
p = 7 (n = 2) and p = 3 (n = 1) level as the defining, irreducible level
are also in principle possible. a) At level p = 7 4 doublets of level p = 3
’DNA’ code 2 ’pre-amino-acids’ plus stopping sign and at the next level this
coding induces 23 = 8 < 21 different ’amino-acids’ since stopping sign does
not appear in theorems. If stopping sign would correspond to actual aminoacid there would be 33 = 27 > 21 theorems so that the number of theorems
would be larger than the number of truths!
b) At level p = 3 2 ’DNA’:s of code one amino-acid plus stopping sign so
that genetic code is one-to-one.
An interesting possibility is that p = 3 and p = 7 levels might have been
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defining, irreducible levels for bio-systems at some early stage of evolution.
These formal systems can be regarded as a subsystem of the full DNAamino-acid system. RNA-triplets of form U XY , X, Y ∈ {A, C} give indeed
realization for p = 7 system: U AA codes stopping sign,U AC codes cys
and U CA and U CC code ser (using the standard short hand notation for
RNA:s and amino-acids [19]). The sequences formed from these DNA:s and
corresponding amino-acids indeed realize p = 7 formal system as subsystem
of p = 127 system. p = 3 formal system can be realized as U AA coding
stopping sign and U AC coding cys. An interesting possibility is that this
DNA-amino-acid subsystem has formed first in the biochemical evolution.
For both p = 3 and p = 7 degenerate genetic codes one has G + C/A + U =
1/2. G + C/A + U content varies in the range (.7, 1.5) for insects and in
the range (1.17, 1.56) in the case of fish and for younger evolutionary forms
A+U content is known to increase [20].
The transition to ’p = M127 life’ would require the addition of a rather
large number of new ’amino-acids’ to the set of all possible amino-acid sequences consisting of 21 amino-acids whereas DNA triplets could be simply
replaced with sequences of 21 DNA triplets. In the transition to p = 127
life tRNA triplets binding single amino-acid would be replaced by sequences
of 21 tRNA triplets binding besides amino-acid sequences suitably modified
amino-acid sequences in order to achieve maximal number of ’amino-acids’
at level p = 127. Also the modification of the translation system (in ribosomes) is required so that the ’reading head’ recognizes a sequence of 21
mRNA-triplets instead of single mRNA triplet. An interesting question is
whether biochemistry might allow this kind of extension.

2.9

Summary

The simple model of abstraction has rather interesting connections with
genetic code.
a) Combinatorial Hierarchy results as hierarchy of abstraction levels for
statements or thoughts. Lowest level A2 corresponds to the two possible
values of Boolean variable and thoughts of the level An+1 correspond to
statements about statements of level n that is Boolean maps An → A2 . If
the statement corresponding to sequence of zero bits is excluded the dimensions form a series of Mersenne numbers 3, 7, 127, M127 , ... Combinatorial
Hierarchy is obtained also by considering the set of subsets with empty set
excluded. The hypothesis that there is no upper bound for intelligence is
equivalent with the hypothesis that these numbers are primes and that the
numbers pn −1 in the sequence have the property that pn −1 divides pn+1 −1.
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This implies that one obtains a hierarchy of Finite Fields G(pn , 1) and their
multiplicative groups Zpn −1 as well as coset groups Zpn −1 /Zpn−1 −1 = Zkn ,
kn = (pn − 1)/(pn−1 − 1).
b) There are (pn + 1)/2 statements consistent with a given atomic statement at level n and the numbers come as 2, 4, 64, ... These statements are
referred to as ’DNA’ type statements for obvious reasons. The dimensions
kn comes as 2, 3, 21, ... The hypothesis is that amino-acid type statements
correspond to the statements of Zkn ⊂ Zpn −1 and can be regarded as general
theorems whereas DNA type statements correspond to special cases of these
theorems and are mapped to general theorems the mapping x → xpn−1 −1 at
level n. At level n the genetic code corresponds to the non-unique choice of
the (pn + 1)/2 DNA type statements consistent with a given atomic statement in Zpn −1 .
c) Biologically Genetic Code is determined by the competition between
amino-acids: each amino-acid tries to maximize the number of DNA:s coding it (amino-acids are like politicians who are representatives of one truth
and DNA:s are in the role of voters). The tendency favors Zpn−1 −1 (Z6 ) symmetry. The physically realized code can be understood as resulting from the
symmetry breaking caused by the competition between the groups Zpn−1 −1
(Z6 ) acting on DNA:s associated with single amino-acid and factor groups of
Zkn (Z21 = Z3 Z7 ) transforming amino-acids to each other. Instead of finite
dimensional representations of Lie groups the orbits of the cyclic groups Zn
are basic objects in the symmetry breaking mechanism.
d) At level n basic objects are kn−1 -plets of DNA:s of level n − 1 and
sequences of same DNA units can in principle appear at all levels of the
hierarchy. At the next k = M127 level ’DNA’:s could therefore be regarded
as sequences of 21 DNA triplets.
e) A hierarchy of increasingly complicated formal systems is predicted
if one accepts the hypothesis. For the formal system of order n n:th level
of the Combinatorial Hierarchy is the defining level in the sense that the
number of ’amino-acids’ is maximal and equal kn . Formal systems of order
n1 < n are imbeddable into the formal system of order n. The formation
of amino-acid sequences corresponds to the formation of theorems. For a
formal system of order n amino-acid sequences realize only a small subset of
all possible kn1 truths at higher levels n1 > n of the Combinatorial Hierarchy
in accordance with Gödel’s theorem. One can also classify all possible biosystems according to the value of n for the corresponding formal system. The
Earthly life corresponds to n = 3 formal system and ’life of order 4’ would
require the addition of rather large number of new ’amino-acids’ to the set of
all possible amino-acid sequences consisting of 21 amino-acids whereas DNA
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triplets could be simply replaced with sequences of 21 DNA triplets. The
realization of ’n = 4 life’ requires that tRNA triplets binding single aminoacid are replaced by sequences of 21 tRNA triplets binding besides aminoacid sequences suitably modified amino-acid sequences in order to achieve
maximal number of ’amino-acids’ at level n = 4. Also the modification
of the reading system (in ribosomes) is required so that the ’reading head’
recognizes a sequence of 21 mRNA triplets instead of single mRNA triplet.
f) An open problem relates to the precise role of DNA and proteins.
The model of Boolean thoughts represented in terms of the cognitive fermion
pairs leads to the correspondence between fermions and mind like space-time
sheets and gives Combinatorial Hierarchy a special status. What comes in
mind is that DNA provides a hardware representations of thoughts analogous to a computer memory. DNA molecules would be conscious selves
representing 3 basic symbols in the mind of higher level self formed by DNA
triplet. DNA sequences would be selves, experiencing DNA triplets as their
sub-selves. Individual DNA molecules would represent sub-sub-selves so
that DNA sequence would experience only the average of the experiences of
individual DNA molecules.
g) It deserves to be noticed that I Ching claims that there are 64 fundamental mental states: could it be that these mental states correspond to all
possible DNA triplet selves? It this interpretation is correct then Buddhist
meditators would have achieved bio-feedback at DNA level! Genetic Code
itself could be interpreted as a mapping of DNA selves to protein selves: this
could be perhaps regarded as kind of mimicry or conscious abstraction process. Protein selves would represent theorem like abstractions of conscious
thoughts represented by DNA selves.
h) It is known that cell numbers of different cell types in nervous, muscular, adipose, gonadic and homopoietic organs concentrate themselves around
powers of two – 2n , where n in the range 20−40 [22]: this can be understood
if they result in n regularly occurring cell divisions. It might however be
that the explanation of the regularity involves something much deeper. For
instance, the cell types represent various n-bit sequences.

3

Genes, memes, and universal language

In TGD framework the notion of magnetic body plays a key role in the
understanding of bio-systems and communications between magnetic and
material body could be based on memetic code words. Magnetic body is the
fundamental intentional agent is in the same relation to the material body as
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memetic code to the genetic code and computer software to the hardware or
the manual to the electronic instrument. Hence there is a strong temptation
to believe that memetic codewords represented as field patterns of duration
.1 seconds is associated with the communications between magnetic body
and brain.
For instance, the fact that 10 Hz is basic hippocampal frequency suggests
that declarative memories could be based on time mirror mechanism with
negative energy signal from the magnetic body of the geometric future reflected from the brain of the geometric past as a positive energy signal back
to the magnetic body of the geometric future. Classical communications
could utilize memetic code using pulse or frequency coding. These field patterns could also define shared mental images. For instance, sequences of the
memes represented as field patterns could activate intronic memes, which in
turn would activate genes.

3.1

Genes-memes, biology-culture, hardware-software?

The reports of the Public Consortium about human genome in Nature, Feb
15, 2001 [29] and of Celera Genomics in Science of Feb 16th, 2001, [30]
demonstrated that the amount of human genome differs relatively little from
those of lower organisms: we have only about 30,000 genes, little more than
twice the number 13,601 of genes for fruit fly. This paradoxical finding
strongly supports the view that our genome is not solely responsible for what
we are and that the intronic portion of DNA (only about 1 per cent codes
of human DNA codes or amino-acid sequences), is not ”junk DNA”, but
contains important biological information and expresses it non-chemically.
In TGD Universe introns would express memes as the classical field patterns associated with MEs (”topological light rays”) responsible for the basic
expressions of language understood in an extremely general sense. This language includes body language and even cellular signalling, and could quite
well make possible (not necessarily conscious) interspecies communications
based on the memes and genes expressed by both communicating species
and forming a common portion of grammar and vocabulary. All eukaryotes
(cells with nuclei), even bacteria, would possess part of the memes of this
universal language. The memetic code word is predicted to consist of a sequence of 21 DNA triplets and carries 126 bits of information instead of 6
bits of genetic code. Of course, also genes could be expressed in terms of
MEs and could define a lower level language possessed also by prokaryotes.
The actual role of DNA could be understood using a computer analogy.
Memes represent the program modules written using the programming lan38

guage defined by the memetic code and realized in terms of the field patterns
associated with MEs. Genes represent the lower level programs coding for
the necessary hardware. System builds only the hardware needed, that is
cell expresses only a small fraction of the genome. For neurons this fraction is known to be highest. DNA engineering requires besides the addition
of the new programs (memes, introns) also the insertion of the necessary
hardware (new genes). Memes and corresponding genes should have very
intimate relationship. In this conceptual framework the standard view is
wrong since it identifies the build-up of a new hardware as the sole activity
at the DNA level. This would be like identifying the addition of a net card
to a computer as the fundamental activity related with computers.

3.2

Pulse and frequency representations of the genetic and
memetic code words

The most general form of p-adic length scale hypothesis implies that each
p-adic prime p ' 2k , k integer, defines a hierarchy of physically favored
√
p-adic time scales given by Tp (n) = p(n−1)/2 Tp ≡ T (n, k), Tp = pTCP2 ,
where TCP2 is the so called CP2 time scale about 104 Planck times. The
most general assumption assigns to any prime p ' 2k , k integer, a hierarchy
of cognitive codes with codeword having a duration equal to n-ary p-adic
time scale Tp (n) such that the number of bits is factor k1 of k.
Code words could be realized either as k1 first harmonics of the fundamental frequency fp (n) = 1/Tp (n) or as temporal sequences of k1 bits of
duration τ = Tp (n)/k1 represented as pulses of maximal duration τ . These
representations will be referred to as frequency and pulse representations respectively. EEG represents a good candidate for frequency representation.
1. Pulse representations, scalar wave pulses, and transformation of intentions to actions
Pulse representations could be realized in terms of scalar wave pulses
predicted by TGD and claimed to exist already by Tesla [G3]. Scalar wave
pulses can be visualized as capacitors moving with light velocity and carrying
longitudinal essentially constant electric field. If charged particles of matter
end up temporarily to the space-time sheets of the scalar wave pulse, they
are accelerated without dissipation and generate negative energy ”acceleration radiation” rather than brehmstrahlung at harmonics of the frequency
determined by the duration of the scalar wave pulse. Under obvious conditions on the duration of the scalar wave pulse the negative energy radiation
can be amplified to positive energy radiation by time mirror mechanism.
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Quite generally, the generation of scalar wave pulses seems to provide a
basic mechanism generating negative energy radiation (phase conjugate radiation) and nerve pulses are probably accompanied by scalar wave pulses.
The transformation of the p-adic counterpart of the space-time sheet of the
scalar wave pulse to a real one, a kind of switch-on process, could provide
a generic realization of intention besides a direct generation of the p-adic
counterpart of the negative energy topological light ray. The hierarchy of
magnetic bodies could use this process as a generic manner to realize cascades of intentions proceeding from magnetic body down to the level of
DNA.
Denoting by f (ω) the Fourier transform of single pulse in the interval
T (n, k), one can write the Fourier transform of the pulse sequence as
F (ωn ) =

P

k δk exp(ikτb ωn )f (ωn )

, ωn =

n2π
T (n,k)

,

where τb is the duration of the bit and δk is equal to 1 or 0 depending on
whether k th bit corresponds to a pulse or not. The duration of the pulse
can be anything in the range (0, τb ). If fb = 1/τb corresponds to a frequency of some oscillation a resonant coupling occurs. Magnetic transition
frequencies and the frequencies corresponding to the increments of zero point
kinetic energies are especially interesting as far as the transformation of the
pulse representation to a conscious experience or controlled action is considered. For instance, pulses could correspond to magnetic pulses used in
the transcranial magnetic stimulation and known to induce altered states of
consciousness [62].
2. Genetic and memetic codes as cognitive codes associated with spoken
and written language
Genetic and memetic codes are the most obvious candidates for the codes
associated with spoken and written language. Genetic code would correspond to k = 27 − 1 = 127 and one must distinguish between 6-bit(64 DNA
triplets) and almost-7-bit representations. These codewords can be realized
dynamically as temporal field patterns. For genetic code primes p ' 2k ,
k = 6 × n define candidates for the duration of the genetic code word if all
factors of k are assumed to define a possible number of bits of the code word.
The time scales come as powers of 8 so that they cover the entire range of
biologically relevant time scales and genetic code could appear as fractally
scaled versions unlike memetic code. What is interesting is that the possible
durations of code word range down to about 11 CP2 times. Therefore one
cannot exclude the possibility that the biological realization of the genetic
code is only a particular example of its realizations and that genetic code
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makes possible communications even between living and so called non-living
matter.
3.2.1

Representations of the genetic code

k = 2 × 126 = 2 × 6 × 21 = 252 allows the representation of both 126bit memetic codeword, 6-bit genetic codeword, and 7-bit code word. For
pulse representation corresponding to k = 252 + 6n the genetic codon the
duration of the code word and bit are τ = 2−3n × 50 ms and τb = 2−3n × 8.3
ms respectively. The realization using nerve pulse patterns certainly possible
for n ≥ 0, n = 1 would τb = 1.04 ms which seems to be somewhat too short.
Frequency representation would be realized using the 6 first harmonics of
the fundamental frequency f1 = 23n × 20 Hz. In the following only 6-bit
representations are discussed.
1. Representations of 6-bit code in the range of audible frequencies
20 Hz corresponds to the lowest end of audible frequencies (20 − 2 × 104
Hz). Audible range allows 3 representations of the genetic code corresponding to the fundamental frequencies f1 equal to 20 Hz, 160 Hz and 1280 Hz.
1 kHz frequency is between the frequency ranges associated with the latter two representations. Above (below) 1 kHz the wavelengths of incoming
sound waves are shorter (longer) than head size so that the mechanisms
determining the direction of the sound source are different above and below
this frequency. Speech might correspond naturally to pulse representations
whereas music could correspond to frequency representations. Also nerve
pulse-EEG dichotomy could correspond to talking-singing dichotomy (left
brain speaks and right brain sings).
2. EEG and nerve pulse representations of 6-bit code
a) Cortical EEG frequency range favors the realization using f1 = 2.5
Hz: all harmonics in the range 2.5-15 Hz are important EEG resonance
frequencies. For 20 Hz representation 120 Hz would represent the highest
harmonic and it is questionable whether cortical EEG contains it with a
sufficient intensity. Cerebellar EEG however allows much higher frequencies
than cortical EEG.
b) The cyclotron frequency of Si++ ion is 21.4 Hz so that it could define
a frequency representation of the genetic code in Earth’s magnetic field, at
least if its value is subject to a homeostatic control.
c) Ca++ has cyclotron frequency of 15 Hz in Earth’s magnetic field with
value BE = .5 Gauss. A pulse representation of the genetic code with τB '
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66.7 ms (fb = 15 Hz) would excite harmonics of Ca++ cyclotron frequency
and thus couple the representation to the Bose-Einstein condensate of Ca++
ions. Nerve pulses could realize this representation. Blackman [57] has found
that the harmonics of fb = 15 Hz frequency have effects in living matter,
and Ca++ waves are known to play an exceptional role in biology [58] (for
TGD based model see [K6]. Hence the Bose-Einstein condensate of Ca++
ions might provide a fundamental pulse representation of the genetic code.
c) The presence of fractally scaled-up versions of the Earth’s magnetic
field the sheets of the many-sheeted DNA would allow also scaled versions
of Ca++ representation with durations τ = 8−n × .05 ms of the code word.
Depending on whether magnetic flux quanta are tubes or sheets the p-adic
primes of space-time sheets of magnetic flux tubes comes as k = 169 − 3n
or k = 169 − 6n. For sheets one would have k = (169 = 132 , 163, 157, 151):
all these prime define important p-adic length scales relevant to DNA in the
range 10 nm-5 µm and three of these primes define Gaussian Mersennes.
Sheet option is favored by the explanation of the findings of Peter Gariaev
about radio emission induced by irradiation of DNA by laser light [33].
All these representations except k = 169 are realizable also using audible
frequencies, which suggests a direct connection between the sheets of the
many-sheeted DNA and the representations of the genetic code at audible
frequencies.
3.2.2

Representations of the memetic code

For the memetic code one must distinguish between almost-127-bit representations and 126-bit representations. In both cases there is a very limited
number of representations, which suggests that the emergence of memetic
code might relate to the emergence of explosive cultural evolution. The first
representations corresponds to the time scales T (126) and T (127): the latter
defines the Compton time of electron. Next representations corresponds to
the time scale of about .05 seconds and .1 seconds respectively.
1. 126-bit representations
a) 126-bit memetic code word can be represented using the same representation as for the genetic code, namely k = 2 × 126 = 252 with τ = .05
ms and τb = .4 ms and f = 20 Hz and fb = 2520 Hz. Audible frequencies
could realize both representations and music experience might involve both
frequency and pulse representation of 126-bit memetic code corresponding
to the left brain (rhytm) and right brain (melody) aspects of music.
b) 126-bit representation using nerve pulses as such is not possible. The
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analog of the intronic representation of the memetic code using sequences
of 21 DNA triplets could be however possible. k = 252 allows 21-bit representation for which bit is replaced by 6-bit with duration τ6 = 50/21 = 2.38
ms, which corresponds to a typical duration of nerve pulse. Each of the 21
nerve pulses should generate a genetic codon of duration τ = 50/64 = .78 ms
presumably communicated to the neuronal nucleus and/or vice versa. 6-bit
fine structure could be perhaps expressed at the microtubular level as has
been originally proposed by Koruga [34, 59]. One would have τb /τ6 = 21/64,
the ratio of the number of amino-adics (stopping sign counted as effective
amino-acid) to the number of DNA codewords. τb /τ6 represents a reduction
of information: this loss of information is not due to the degeneracy of the
code but due to the fact that only one third of the total duration of the bit
of 21-bit code is used to represent information.
One could image that the 6 bits represented as negative energy topological light rays activate the corresponding DNA triplet by coupling 3 switches
on so that supra-current can flow through it. Sequence of 21 pulses would
switch a unique memetic codon and sequences of these pulses in turn would
switch on meme forming by definition a closed supra current circuit with
return current flowing along conjugate strand. Switches could correspond
to join along boundaries bonds connecting atomic space-time sheet to some
larger space-time sheet, where the supra-current can flow. Each pair of bits
would switch on one nucleotide of the triplet. This would occur in correct
order if the three nucleotides are ordered by pulse length associated with bit
(which can indeed vary) and 4 different bit pairs switch on A, T, C, and G.
Bit could be represented by the polarization direction associated with the
negative energy topological light ray.
The generation of nerve pulses using 64 bit sequence to code additional
information at microtubular level could be based on frequency representation. Pairs of em MEs with opposite polarizations could represent a bit pair
corresponding to a single nucleotide. These waves would induce microtubular excitation representing the DNA triplet.
2. 127-bit representations
For 127-bit representation the duration of the memetic codeword would
be T (2, M127 ) = .1 seconds. This time scale might be identified as the minimal duration of cortical mental images, and the so called features introduced
by Walter Freeman [61] could define a pulse representation of memetic code
words of almost-127 bits. τb = .8 ms is definitely too short a time scale
to be realized by the neuronal dynamics alone. Frequency representation is
realized utilizing 127 first harmonics of f1 = 10 Hz, which defines the av43

erage frequency of alpha band and is fundamental hippocampal frequency.
fb = 1270 Hz could define the frequency responsible for synchronous neuronal firing known to be about 1 kHz. Note that the code word containing
only f1 would not generate any conscious experience (10 Hz is not audible
frequency) so that the highest bit is not quite fully represented.
a) One can imagine at least two electromagnetic realizations (for the
spectrum of magnetic transition frequencies see [M4]).
i) Living matter contains both Co and Fe ions and the harmonics of Co++
and F e++ cyclotron frequencies are 10 Hz for the nominal value BE =
.5 of the Earth’s magnetic field. Thus pulse both pulse representations
and frequency representations of memetic code coupling to these magnetic
transitions are in principle possible.
ii) For B = 127/90 × BE , BE = .5 Gauss, both the third harmonic of proton
cyclotron frequency and electron’s spin-flip-cyclotron transition frequencies
are 1270 Hz so that the bits of the memetic codon would couple to the
Bose-Einstein condensate of the Cooper pairs of electrons and protons in
the pulse representation.
b) Also classical Z 0 fields make possible realizations of the memetic code
(for the spectrum of Z 0 magnetic transition frequencies see [M4]).
i) Z 0 cyclotron frequencies of nuclei are proportional to (A − Z)/A and
around 10 Hz if one assumes the earlier hypothesis that Earth’s Z 0 magnetic field corresponds to the space-time sheet k = 173 [M6]. The value
(A − Z)/A = 1/2 characterizing surprisingly many biologically important
ions (C, N, O, S and Si [L4]) is ideal in this respect. Thus it would seem that
Z 0 cyclotron transitions might provide a rich repertoire of frequency representations of the memetic code. Note that neutron could define a cyclotron
representation of the genetic code with 20 Hz fundamental frequency.
ii) The temporal field patterns associated Z 0 topological light rays provide
one possible pulse representation of the memetic code [M4, M5].
iii) Temporal sequences for the changes Z 0 magnetization directions for a
block of cognitive antineutrinos at cell membrane space-time sheet provide
a conscious pulse representation of the memetic codeword [M6]. Conscious
experience would result, when the Z 0 magnetization directions flip back to
the direction of external Z 0 magnetic field in spin flipping cyclotron transition. M127 = 2127 − 1 different conscious experiences results since nothing
happens if all cognitive antineutrinos are in the direction of the external Z 0
magnetic field. Z 0 magnetization direction could be altered by the Z 0 magnetic pulse associated with the Z 0 ME inducing cell membrane oscillations
of nerve pulse pattern.
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3.3

Mapping of the memetic code to microtubular code

The importance of micro-tubuli for long term memory is evident [59, 60].
Micro-tubule decomposes into a sequence of cylinders containing 13 × 13
tubulins such that the helical twist is 2π along each of the 13 helical strands
consisting of 13 tubulins. Therefore the code with k = 132 = 169 bits with
bit realized as a tubulin conformation is a natural micro-tubular cognitive
code [H8].
k = 169 defines the p-adic time scale associated with the Earth’s magnetic field and next to the p-adic length scales k = 151, 157, 163, 167 associated with DNA so that microtubular level would naturally correspond to
the level next to DNA in evolution, and have therefore some sort of selfreflective character. Micro-tubular representation of long term memories
would certainly be consistent with this self-reflective character. This suggests that 169-bit microtubular code words represent the log file of neuron
as a temporal list of activated 126-bit memetic code words with remaining bits representing parity bits making possible error correction at both
microtubular and DNA level.
In the following some arguments for why microtubular code words should
represent memetic code words are developed, and a mechanism for how to
achieve this is proposed. Needless to say, this is only one possible scenario
and it is easy to imagine variants of this scenario.
3.3.1

Micro-tubuli and long term memory

In spin glass phase tubulin conformations are spatially uncorrelated but
temporally stable (the the excellent articles of Dimitri Nanopoulos [59, 60]
provides a model for microtubule as spin glass). Therefore micro-tubuli in
spin glass phase are ideal for the representation of memories coded to bits
represented by tubulin conformations [59, H8]. The two tubulin conformations have different electric dipole moments and conscious bits would result
as ”spin-flips” when the microtubule is in a strong longitudinal electric field
forcing tubulins to the same conformational state. Essentially ferro-electric
polarization is in question. The fundamental quale would be the change of
the tubulin conformation. The patterns for the changes of tubulin conformations would generate mental images, and could also give rise to conscious
memories by sharing of mental images. They could also give rise to signals
communicated classically to the geometric future where they could induce
reverse transition generating copies of the microtubular code words.
Time mirror mechanism for the realization of intentions proceeding as
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a process initiated from the magnetic body allows to consider two possible
options for the role of the micro-tubuli. The options are not of course
mutually exclusive.
1. Micro-tubuli as log files and communication lines
For this option intentional action does not involve micro-tubuli and they
would be specialized to represent memories and serve as communication
lines. The intentional action from higher than micro-tubular level would
affect intronic DNAs directly, and patterns of tubulin conformations would
provide a log file listing the memetic codons activated during the history
of the neuron. Since the hierarchy of the magnetic bodies must have been
there for all the time, one an indeed argue that neuronal micro-tubules have
emerged later and do not participate in the intentional actions at intermediate level. Intentional action and the memory about it would be decoupled
from each other completely.
Microtubuli allow besides ferro-electric and spin glass phase also phase
which is optimal for signal transfer. The proposed realization of memetic
code words as sequences of 21 nerve pulses with each pulse accompanied
by genetic codon would suggest that microtubuli also mediate propagation
of memetic codon, which can represent the desire to activate corresponding
memetic codon in the post-synaptic neuron. Here the error correcting code
K2 (13, 64, 5) originally proposed by Koruga [34, 59] could be involved.
2. Why micro-tubuli cannot serve as intentional agents?
One must also consider the option for which micro-tubuli would represent the last step before DNA level in the hierarchy of desires propagating
downwards in the self hierarchy. One can however represent heavy criticism
against this alternative.
a) One can wonder whether the microtubular memes are generated intentionally or in a random manner in a phase transition leading to spin glass
phase with basically un-predictable meme sequence. In the latter case, intentional action would be reduced to a selection to activate or not to activate
the existing memes.
b) In this case it would be possible to have long term memories about
events that never occurred, which seems strange. Random generation of
the memes would also be in conflict with the notion that there are at least
42 parity bits making possible error correction. Thus it would seem that
microtubular codewords can be activated only from the DNA level. In the
case that micro-tubuli act as signal pathways this would indeed be the case.
c) Not all memetic code word sequences representable at microtubular
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level need to have counterpart at DNA level. This would lead to a situations
in which meme could not be expressed at all.
These arguments favor the view that micro-tubuli are passive historians making possible self-reflection by providing a log file about activated
memetic codons and possibly serve also as communication lines allowing the
propagation of memetic codons between neuronal nuclei as sequences of 21
nerve pulses accompanied by genetic codon each. Only this option will be
discussed in the sequel.
3. How to generate and read microtubular code words?
The coding of the intronic memetic code word to a micro-tubular code
word would involve switching-on mechanism in spin glass phase of the microtubule for which initial state consists of ’0’:s. The tubulins corresponding
to bit ’1’ would make transition to the conformation representing bit ’1’.
The activation of intronic meme should automatically generate the positive
energy photons at frequency corresponding to the energy difference between
two conformations of tubulin. Intronic memes should have kind of hardwired
connection to a fixed ordered sequence of micro-tubular code words. Note
that in TGD framework there is no need to static microtubular memory since
memories can be communicated from geometric past. Therefore memory
capacity would be unlimited in this sense.
The conscious reading of the microtubular code word using strong enough
longitudinal electric field would generate positive energy photons, which
could be communicated to the geometric future and generate declarative
memory mental images. Also a direct sharing of mental images yielding
episodal memories is possible.
3.3.2

Representation of the memetic code words as micro-tubular
code words

The challenge is to understand how 126-bit genetic code word or (possibly
127-bit codeword) is mapped to 169-bit micro-tubular codeword. There are
several hints how this mapping could be realized.
1. Number theoretical decomposition of the micro-tubular code word to
memetic code word and 43 parity bits
It is possible to represent microtubular 169-bit codewords as 13 × 13 =
169 square lattice of bits.
a) One can write the number of microtubular bits as
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169 = 126 + 43 = 3 × 42 + 42 + 1 ,
and there is a temptation to assume that the first 126 bits correspond to the
memetic codon and 42+1 bits represent parity bits making possible error
detection. From the geometric representation it is clear that the bit in the
middle of the 13 × 13 square is an excellent candidate for ’1’ in 42 + 1.
b) 126-bit memetic code word allows a natural identification of the parity
bits. The 126 = 3 × 42 decomposition allows also 42-bit code word, whose
bits are obtained by decomposing 126-bit code word to a sequence of 42
3-bits, and defining each bit B of 42-bit as some Boolean function B =
f (b1 , b2 , b3 ), say as a product B = b1 b2 b3 of the bits of the corresponding 3bit by representing bits as 1 and −1: the result is −1 (bit ’0’) if the number
of bits ’0’ is odd and 1 otherwise. The comparison of codewords with a
reference codeword assumed to be the correct one would allow to locate
errors leading to internal inconsistency of the code word. The comparison
of 42-bit codeword with the original one would allow to locate single bit
changes of the memetic code word with a resolution of 3-bits.
c) A possible interpretation of the 43th bit results from the requirement
that each memetic code word gives rise to a conscious experience. This is
guaranteed if the bit in the middle of the square is always ’1’ so that in the
phase transition it changes the direction always and conscious experience
results even when all the remaining bits are ’0’:s: the interpretation in this
case would be as a mental image representing ”nothing happened”. An
alternative possibility is that this bit represents parity bit. For instance, the
product of all memetic bits or of all 42 parity bits. This bit could also be
’1’ only if there are no erratic bits. This bit could also represent 127th bit
of the 127-bit memetic code word.
2. How intronic DNA could represent parity bits?
If micro-tubule represents passively the information communicated to it,
intronic memes should be accompanied by 42-bit parity code words. The
minimal portion of DNA helix containing an integer number of DNA triplets
consists of 10 triplets and corresponds to a length of L(151) = 10 nm (cell
membrane thickness). 20 triplets would correspond to 2 full 2π twists. This
encourages to consider the possibility that memetic codons correspond to
3 2π twists (length of 30 nm) along DNA so that memetic code words are
followed by by a sequence of 9 DNA triplets serving some control function.
These 9 DNA triplets represent 54 bits. 7 of these codons could represent
the 42 parity bits of the memetic codon preceding it. The remaining two
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genetic codons (12 bits) should represent further control information. The
a)
b)
factorization Z126 = Z2 × Z3 × Z3 × Z7 allows to identify two coset groups
a)
a)
b)
b)
Z126 /Z21 = Z6 as Z6 = Z2 × Z3 and Z6 = Z2 × Z3 corresponding to the
a)
a)
b)
b)
identifications Z21 = Z3 × Z7 and Z21 = Z3 × Z7 . This would mean the
possibility to define two non-equivalent 6-bit parity code words as products
B = b1 × ....b21 of 21 memetic bits corresponding to the two sub-groups Z21 .
The two DNA triplets could represent these parity 6-bits. Needless to say,
these prediction are very strong and immediately testable by studying the
intronic DNA.
3. The helical structure of the microtubule and the representation of the
memetic code word and of parity bits
The tubulins representing parity bits should differ physically from those
representing memetic bits. Time mirror mechanism suggests that the energy
difference between two tubulin conformations differs considerably from that
for the memetic tubulins. A weaker symmetry breaking induced by the helical electric field should order the bits of helical genetic code words and also
order the 7 genetic code words to a sequence of vertical pairs running from
left to right. Genetic code words should correspond to connected regions,
most naturally helical stripes. Also the memetic code word and parity bits
should correspond to a connected regions. There should be a clear signature
telling where the micro-tubular code word ends.
The breaking of the rotational and translational symmetries is necessary
and the helical structure of micro-tubuli could induce it. Denote by a the
vertical distance between tubulins and by ∆φ = 2π/13 the angular distance
between two tubulins along horizontal circle.
a) Genetic codons would be arranged to the helical stripes rotating making full 2π around the vertical section section of the microtubule defined by
13 × 13 tubulins. The 10 helices span a helical region spanning the angle
range ∆φ = 10 × 2π/13. Each helix would represent 2 memetic codons
whereas the 13th tubulins at z/a = 13 would represent parity bit. This
would give 20 genetic codons. The 21th genetic codon would correspond
to the 6 lowest tubulins of the 11th helical stripe. Therefore the pairs of 2
sub-sequent genetic code words would correspond to helices beginning at
( az = 1, φ = k × ∆φ) , ( az = 7, φ = k × ∆φ + π) ,
∆φ =

2π
13

,

k ∈ {1, 2, ..5} ∪ {9, 10, ..13} .

The 21th code word would correspond to z = na, n = 1, ..., 6, k = 11. The
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region representing parity bits would be connected and consist of vertical
part and the 13th horizontal stripe. It turns out that this guess is probably
quite not correct: it seems that the first pair of helices representing genetic
codons starts at (z/a = 2, k = 2) so that the the horizontal line at z/a = 13
contains 12 tubulins (2 genetic code words).
b) Perhaps the simplest mechanism guaranteing the desired symmetry
breaking is based on a static helical electric field, which is non-rotational
and thus representable as a gradient of a scalar potential V. Electric field
could be constant in the memetic section of the micro-tubule since tubulins
are charged and Coulombic interaction energy would grow linearly with the
azimutal angle φ and longitudinal coordinate z along the helical strands. In
this case the potential would be of form
z
φ
+ k2 ×
a
2π
in the region populated by the genetic code words.
The value of the potential should fall rapidly down at z = 13 ×a defining
the upper edge of the micro-tubular codon and the vertical stripes defining
the parity bits. The strong gradient of the electric field in the parity bit
region could give rise to a strong dipole interaction and change the energy
difference between microtubular conformations dramatically both at z/a =
13 and inside the
i) lower helical stripe Slow having having height of 6 units and width of 2
units starting at (z/a = 1, φ = k × ∆φ), k = 12, 13 and
ii) upper helical stripe Sup having height of 6 units and width of 3 units and
starting at (z/a = 7, φ = k × ∆φ) + π), k = 11, 12, 13.
This behavior of electric field dictated by its non-rotational character would
differentiate between memetic and parity bits.
c) Genetic codons are ordered to a sequence of pairs of codons if the
value of the potential increases with constant steps along the helical stripe,
and also in the transition from the top of k th helical stripe to the bottom of
(k + 1)th helical stripe. This gives
V (z, φ) = k1 ×

k2
,
13
which fixes the potential apart from overall scaling:
k1 = −

V (z, φ) = V0 × ( az − 13 ×
giving
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φ
2π )

,

V (z = n × a, φ = s ×

2π
13 )

= V0 × (n − 13 × s) .

The length of a single tubulin in the vertical direction is a ' 8 nm and the
outer radius of micro-tubule is R ' 12.5 nm [60]. This gives ∆z/R∆φ ' 1.32
whereas ∆Vz /∆Vφ = −1 rather than −1/1.32 required by the orthogonality
with respect to the helical strands. Thus the electric field can be regarded
as a superposition of a field orthogonal to helical strands with a weaker field
parallel to the z-axis.
d) The requirement that the 5+5+1 (5+5) microtubular codons are represented at the lower (upper) half of codon can be satisfied if the the value of
the potential becomes in some sense too large at the point (z/a = 7, φ/2π =
11/13) and that this forces V to rapidly raise up from the minimum value
Vmin = −137V0 .
The maximum of the potential at (n = 1, s = 1) given by
Vmax = −12V0 .
(n = 1, s = 1) bit is non-memetic bit and shifted by one unit upwards
from the horizontal n = 13 row of 13 bits: this distinguishes it as a natural
candidate for the 43th bit. With this identification the first helical stripe
containing two genetic codons would start at (n = 2, s = 2) and n = 13
horizontal line would contain only 12 points corresponding to two genetic
codons. Vertical stripes of parity bits would contain 5 genetic codons represented as helical stripes. Thus all genetic codons would correspond to
helical or horizontal stripes. Horizontal and helical genetic codons should
differ somehow but the origin of difference remains unclear.
3.3.3

Symmetries of the genetic code and the error detection

The ratio of the number of the number of parity bits to memetic bits is
R = 42/126 = 1/3 and almost equals to the ratio 21/64 of the number
of genetic code words to the number amino-acids. If parity bits represent
directly the ”memetic amino-acids” the action of all memetic code words
with given 42 parity bits is identical and the comparison of parity bits would
be enough to check that everything is in good shape at the level of the
memetic expression. Obviously, this option is trivial.
If the memetic code is directly induced by the genetic code, the ratio
R would be R = log2 (21)/6 ' .73. For both options the number of the
”memetic amino-acids” would be considerably smaller than (2126 − 1)/63
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suggested by the direct generalization from the case of the genetic code, and
corresponding to R ' 20/21.
If the memetic code is induced by the genetic code which is same for both
chemical and field pattern expressions, intronic memetic codons possess the
A-G symmetry and almost exact T-C symmetry of the genetic code in the
sense that memetic code words related by these symmetries would activate
the same genes. This would allow to improve further the error detection.
a) A-G and almost T-C symmetries imply that the last 2 bits of 6bit defining genetic code word in good approximation reduce to single bit,
say the last bit. Therefore the second parity bits could be taken to be the
product b4 b5 . This improves considerably the effectiveness of error detection
at the level of expression.
b) Also the first bit of the genetic code word is less significant since
the genetic code table contains many 4-sub columns (codons of form XYZ,
with Y fixed) for which all 4 amino-acids are same and quite a many 2-subcolumns (codons of form XYZ, X= A,G or X= T,C) are identical. Therefore
a relatively safe choice is to take the first parity bit for the genetic codon to
be the product b2 b3 . This choice would localize with a reasonable reliability
the errors with 2-bit accuracy at the level of expression.
3.3.4

Could error correction mechanism be used to detect mutations of memes?

The first question to be answered concerns the purpose of the error correction process. Is error correction used
a) to remove the internal inconsistencies of the memetic code words at intronic level due to mutations or
b) to stabilize long term memories represented at microtubular level?
Only the first option would be needed if the refreshment of the memetic
code words by activated intronic DNA occurs all the subjective time in the
geometric past. Both types of error correction could rely on the following
mechanism.
The comparison of the microtubular code word with that of the geometric
past by time mirror mechanism, assumed to yield resonant interaction if the
compared code words are identical, could reveal the emergence of those
mutations at DNA level which alter some parity bits and memetic bits in
such a manner that the parity bit pattern ceases to be consistent with the
memetic bit pattern. There would be simply no internally consistent microtubular code words in the geometric past identical with this pattern. Large
number of temporal copies of the codeword in geometric past would make
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the mechanism reliable.
The internally inconsistent change of the microtubular codeword and
even a change in general could be detected by this mechanism. In absence
of resonance a process trying to fix up the meme at DNA level by trial
and error could be initiated and could yield an internally consistent or even
original meme. Note that this comparison mechanism would be conscious
and even the correction mechanism might be conscious intentional process.
To sum up, the model for the mapping of memetic code to microtubular
code is dictated by the general ideas about realization of intentions and
p-adic cognitive codes. When combined with general number theoretical
arguments and physical considerations the model becomes highly unique.
The prediction for the intronic representation of the memetic codon is readily
testable, and also the prediction for the microtubular electric field is in
principle testable.

3.4

Genes, memes, and language

The idea about intronic memes as computer programs running in the hardware coded by genes together with quantitative facts lead to a view about
how memes and genes could relate to language. It must be emphasized that
the idea about correspondence between genes and language is not new. The
article [31] gives a nice summary about various findings supporting the view
that language and DNA are closely related.
3.4.1

Zipf ’s law

One of the basic resemblances between genes and language is Zipf’s law
relating the rank r of the event with its frequency f of occurrence [32]. The
rank of a given event is defined by ordering the events in sequence using as
a criterion the frequency of occurrence: the event occurring most often has
rank 1, etc.. Zipf’s law states f = C/ra , where a is a constant near one,
and C is a constant depending on the size of the sample. In linguistics the
event could correspond to the occurrence of a given word or character, and
in genetics to the occurrence of a given DNA triplet.
Zipf’s law holds also for many systems regarded as non-living, such as
masses of stars in a constellation of stars. Interestingly, the sum of the
frequencies for an infinite number of events is proportional to Riemann Zeta
P
function ζ(a) = n 1/na at point a ' 1, which can be regarded as a product
of thermal partition functions associated with primes regarded as bosons:
Q
ζ(a) = p 1/(1 − pa ), log(p) plays here the role of energy and a to the
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role of inverse temperature. Interestingly, the line a = 1 defines a critical
line such that ζ(a) converges for Re(a) > 1. a = 1 corresponds to the
temperature at which Bose-Einstein condensation occurs and the system
becomes macroscopic quantum system. Thus Zipf’s law might relate to
p-adicity and macro-temporal quantum coherence in some deep manner.
There is also evidence in favor of a typological relationship between the
words of human speech and DNA ”words” (see the references in [31]). The
word formation appears to obey laws similar to those of formal genetics so
that one can speak of dominant and recessive features, mutations, etc.. In
[31] graphical representations character sequences defined by written texts
and nucleotide (A,T,C,G) sequences are studied (amino-acid sequences of
long proteins would be more appropriate for comparison with character sequences). The fractal dimensions of the resulting planar fractals are in the
range 0 < D < 1. A random sequence of characters corresponds to D = 0
and repetition of single character to D = 1, whereas written texts correspond
to D = .7 − .8.
3.4.2

Could the phonemes of language be expressions of DNA
triplets?

The previous construction of representations of genetic and memetic codes,
in particular the facts that the frequency f ∼ 10 Hz represents the fundamental frequency associated with speech organs and that 20 Hz frequency
represents the lower limit for audible frequencies and the rate of mRNAamino-acid translation, suggest that memetic code might be involved with
speech and speed recognition. Since the duration of a phoneme in speech is
∼ .05−.1 seconds, one must seriously consider the possibility that phonemes
might somehow relate to genetic or memetic codewords.
The number of phonemes of native origin in Finnish language the same
as the number of characters and equals to 21, the number of amino-acids plus
stopping codon counted as an effective amino-acid. In English language the
number of phonemes it is not so easy to estimate the number of phonemes
since written language differs so much from spoken but the number is not too
far from 21. In Russian the number of different characters is 32, half of the
number of DNA codons. Certainly one cannot expect precise correspondence
between the numbers of phonemes/letters and amino-acids and it might well
be that DNA→phoneme coding differs from the DNA→amino-acid coding.
These findings together with the observation force to consider the possibility that phonemes might play a role similar to that of amino-acids, and be
interpreted as resulting in the translation of DNA triplets to field patterns
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to neural activity to the motor activity of speech organs. Words in turn
would represent analogs of protein sequences coded by sequences of DNA
triplets. The fact that memetic code represents statements about statements
would suggest that memes represented by introns correspond to higher level
structures of language, kind of main computer program producing meaningful expressions of language while running. Words represented by genes
could be the hardware of language or lower level language and DNA triplets
would represent the basic material of the hardware expressed as phonemes.
This would of course require expression of genes and memes in terms of field
patterns inducing the generation of nerve pulse patterns.
Consonants carry more information than vowels (early form or written
language used symbols only for consonants). This picture is consistent with
the fact that the property of being consonant is determined by the very brief
time interval in the beginning of the pulse sequence defining the phoneme
so that the occurrence of high frequencies make it consonant. There are 8
(7) vowels in Finnish (English) language, which suggests that the first 3 bits
of the generic codeword in the frequency representation and representing
lowest frequencies are responsible for the basic vowels and the remaining
3 bits corresponding to the higher frequencies add to the beginning of the
phoneme something making it consonant.
The frequencies for the occurrence of various phonemes should be the
same as for the occurrence of the DNA triplets coding them. The simplest
working hypothesis that the DNA-phoneme code is same as DNA-aminoacid code does not work in case of say Russian language (32 characters) but
deserves a testing in the case of Finnish language. Of course, one could consider the possibility of context dependent coding of phonemes: also ordinary
genetic code can be context dependent in some situations (the same codon
codes for stopping sign or amino-acid depending on context). The prediction
would be that the frequencies for the occurrence of phonemes would equal
to those of amino-acids.
It is not possible to assign a definite duration to the intronic representation of the memetic codeword. Speech is indeed extremely flexible: the rate
of speech can vary, vowels can be represented multiply, etc.. This variation
would be made possible by flexibility at the DNA level or at level higher
than this (magnetic body would control introns). If speech represents genetic code, 50 ms would however be a good guess for the minimal duration of
phoneme and 20 Hz for the lower end of consciously experienced frequencies
(as it indeed is). Rather remarkably, the rate for the translation of mRNA
triplets to amino-acids is 20 nucleotides per second so that one codon corresponds to the duration of the genetic codon in k = 252 representation of
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the genetic code.
On the other hand, the memetic code words generated while listening
speech or reading text could correspond to the mental images representing
the meaning of a word, and could quite well have a duration of .1 seconds
whereas the minimal duration of phoneme would be about 50 milliseconds. If
time mirror mechanism is involved time is not problem: the understanding of
speech would occur at the level of DNA in the geometric past. Same applies
also to the production of speech: the desire to produce an expression of
language would generate DNA activity in the geometric past.
The overall conclusion is that memes and genes of DNA would define
language independent universal grammar introduced by Chomsky [66]. Languages would differ from each other only in the different association of
phonemes to the DNA triplets. Also languages based on electromagnetic
realization and not directly conscious to us are possible and even probable.
3.4.3

How memes could control genes in the production of language?

Language is not expected to be the only function controlled by memes.
Memes could be responsible for a high level control of genes also in their
ordinary activities. Memes would represent a higher level control structure
utilizing the existing program like structures defined by genes activating
genes. In case of language the fundamental expression would be in terms of
field patterns inducing nerve pulse patterns inducing in turn speech motor
activities.
Computer metaphor suggests that memetic programs correspond to sequences of memetic codewords with each memetic codeword defining a main
program as a sequence of sub-program calls. Production of speech would
mean activating these programs from magnetic body by time mirror mechanism. Genetic program calls would be realized as addresses pointing to
genes defining the subprograms: 2126 different addresses is much more than
needed to point to any desired gene. Also genes could use this addressing to
point to other genes. The pointed gene could generate field pattern giving
rise to a word or sequence of words or it could point to another gene. In
this manner meme could generate entire sequence of words by inducing a
sequence of subprogram calls (computer language LISP suggests a possible
model for what occurs). Genes have a hierarchical structure, and one expects
that higher levels of this hierarchy could fix the parameters determining the
rate of speech, durations of phonemes, accents, emotional content, etc....
Pointing could be achieved by electromagnetic field patterns utilizing
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time mirror mechanism so that address would be expressed by negative energy topological light rays (phase conjugate laser waves). Pointing could be
based on avoidance of starvation. Negative energy photons at the frequency
serving as the name of the pointed system would induce the dropping of
charged particles to a larger space-time sheet. The pointed system would
lose energy and would generate negative energy topological light rays at
characteristic frequencies to compensate the lost energy. If the frequency
is higher, the pointed system would point to a lower level in the hierarchy
of sub-programs. One cannot of course exclude the possibility that pointed
gene points back to the pointing gene or meme. This could give rise to recursive self-referential program structures. At the lowest level of hierarchy
there would be gene which act as a population inverted many-sheeted laser
generating a cascade of positive energy photons at various frequencies and
in this manner yielding the desired response.

3.5

Does memetic code make possible communications between different species?

The observations of Cleve Backster [21] give scientific support for the view
that plants react to human emotions. The TGD based interpretation would
be as sharing as mental images. One can however ask whether sharing of
mental images might make possible the development of more evolved communications involving signalling by codes. For instance, people in hypnosis
report that they can share the experiences of plants and shamans claim
that they can experience what it is to be an animal and communicate with
plants.According to what the shamans of the South America tell, their refined medical knowledge is told to them by plants [35]. In principle common intronic memes could make possible this kind of communications even
between different species: these communications would not of course be
conscious to us under normal circumstances.
3.5.1

Interspecies communications by sharing of mental images

Sharing of mental images does not require neither target nor receiver to be
able to communicate symbolically. Therefore the target and receiver could
be any living system: animal, plant, even bacterium. In TGD Universe
one cannot exclude even ”non-living” systems as targets and even sharers of
mental images. The remote viewing of non-living targets is indeed possible
and in this case either mental images of target or some system perceiving
target are shared. Since emotions represent holistic summaries about con57

tents of consciousness, they are good candidates for universal mental images
and the sharing of emotions could occur even between different species.
Support for the extreme generality of the sharing of the mental images
as a basic mechanism of remote viewing comes the fascinating experimental
discoveries made by Cleve Backster [21, 36]. These findings have led Backster
to introduce the notion of primary perception, which seems to have a natural
identification as sharing of mental images.
a) Plants, eggs, and even bacteria are able to have primary perceptions.
Backster tells in the interview that even yoghurt got wild when he took
a chicken out of refrigerator and began pulling off strips of meat. Plants
respond elecrically to strong negative emotions and to the violence or death
suffered by other living organisms. That primary perception correlates with
the strength of emotions conforms with the view that entropy gradients
with respect to subjective time, which are indeed identifiable as emotions,
measure the strength of perception.
b) Distance does not seem to matter much. Sperm separated by a large
distance from its donor reacted when the donor inhaled amyl nitrate. White
cells were found to remotely react to the emotions of their donors. Same
was found to apply to plants and their owners.
c) Plants and even bacteria seem to have a defence mechanism resembling shock. If bacteria share the mental images of suffering organisms by
receiving negative energy MEs sent by them, the shock could be interpreted
as resulting from the depletion of positive energy resources (all excited states
of population inverted many-sheeted lasers decay to the ground state) or be
a mechanism preventing this depletion.
An interesting question is whether humans have lost this ability or is
this reaction usually unconscious at our level of self hierarchy and whether
human skin could exhibit galvanic skin response to say death of other lifeforms.
3.5.2

Interspecies classical communications using common memes
and genes

The assumption that even classical communications between different species
are possible is much stronger hypothesis than the assumption that mere
sharing of mental images occurs. The general model for interspecies communications using symbolic representations for the communicated information rather than mere sharing of mental images relies on the pan-psychic
view about life and consciousness (”Everything is consciousness and consciousness can be only lost”). Also the hypothesis that speech and written
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language are only one particular realization of language involving at fundamental level memes controlling genes expressing themselves in one of the
many possible manners, supports this view.
1. General model
a) If the intronic portion of the DNA corresponds to memone defining
basic linguistic repertoire expressed using genes defining the vocabulary.
Even plants could possess language possibly realized using MEs (”topological
light rays”). Introns could control genes in terms of electromagnetic MEs
and genes could could express themselves by MEs. Genes would define the
words of the language. One could say that interspecies communications
reduce actually to intercellular communications between cells of different
species.
b) Successful communication requires that the languages of communicators have common portion in their vocabularies. Cells possessing common
expressed memes defining basic expressions and genes defining the vocabulary could communicate with each other. Meme level communications would
be possible between any two eukariotes (organisms having cell nucleus):
bacteria, plants, fungi, animals. Also communications between plants and
humans would be possible.
c) Communications could occur by sharing of DNA level mental images
induced by activated memes: negative energy MEs would make possible
the needed quantum entanglement. Communications could occur also classically. The simplest form of classical communication would involve the
coding of the meme to the field pattern of em or Z 0 ME to a name of meme
using memetic code in turn activating the same meme in the receiving organism. Memes could express themselves by controlling genes in turn generating
various types of expressions for the meme This could in principle allow even
translation of memes to speech in altered states of consciousness in which
back projection to ears would transform the internal speech to sounds.
d) The general model for sensory representations and motor actions
based on time mirror mechanism involves both quantum and classical communications. There is a great temptation to assume that the same model
applies also in the case of inter-species communications. Both the psychokinetic aspect corresponding to the remote motor action aspect, and the
remote sensing aspect corresponding to the remote sensory perception would
be present and would be essentially geometric time reversals of each other.
Psychokinetic aspect of course represents more than mere communications.
e) Unless the code is universal so that the classical signal induces directly
a standard mental image, most plausibly emotion, irrespective of species, a
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code assigning symbols to mental images must be established by sharing of
mental images. There are good justifications to argue that the establishment
of a code requires sufficiently intelligent communicators. On the other hand,
even if the signals from say plant do not have any ”meaning” for a human
receiver, they could generate effects analogous to synesthesia.
f) Organisms living in symbiosis (say some insects and flowers) could
have common memes and genes allowing them to communicate. Common
memes and genes would be the analogs of common genes causing the coloring
of the flower and insect to be similar. This kind of communication could
also explain the refined medicine of South American shamans. Shamans tell
that plants have taught this medicine to them. In the book ”The cosmic
Serpent” [35], Jeremy Narby proposes that shamans communicate directly
with the DNA of the plant and that bio-photons might be essential for these
communications.
2. Are ”skin senses” in preferred role in inter-species communications
The general model of sensory organs [K3] provides further pieces to the
model. The basic hypothesis is that sensory organs are the seats of primary
qualia and that the experiencing self corresponds to the magnetic body of
size much larger than the material body. The feedback via brain to the
sensory organs is assumed to make possible the active processing of the
sensory input to sensory percept.
The model introduced also a division of sense to ”brain” and ”skin”
senses motivated by the following observation. During the development of
vertebrate embryo three basic types of cells are formed: ectoderm giving rise
to skin and central nervous system, endoterm giving rise to many internal
organs, and mesoderm giving rise to muscles, skeleton, connective tissue,...
What is remarkable is that the ectoderm giving rise to brain, spinal cord,
eye,.. suffers an inversion during the formation of the neural tube. The wall
of the neural tube is inverted so that inside becomes outside and vice versa.
This explains the strange finding that the eyes of vertebrates are inversion of
the eyes of invertebrates and apparently look very awkward from engineering
view point.
This leads to the distinction between ”brain senses” and ”skin senses”.
a) For ”brain senses” (vision, olfaction) the back projection by the telepathic sharing of mental images from brain to sensory organs allows to build
sensory percept as a caricature.
b) For ”skin senses” (with hearing included) the entanglement of the
sensory organ with brain is replaced with the entanglement with external
world, and can thus give rise to remote sensing based on the sharing of
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mental images using time mirror mechanism. This remote viewing need not
be conscious-to-us except in special situations, say during hypnosis.
If this distinction is sensible, skin senses would be in a special role as far
interspecies communications are considered.
3.5.3

A model for insect-plant communications

Callahan has made very important discoveries related to the olfaction of
insects and insect-plant interaction. Callahan’s work [37, 38] demonstrates
that the insect olfaction is based on infrared light generated by the odorant
molecules interacting with the antennae of the insects. This might be true for
our olfaction too. Callahan has also shown plants communicate with insects
by generating infrared light [38]. This finding conforms with the findings of
Albrecht-Buehler [39] showing that all cells contain micro-tubular structures
acting as receiving antennae for infrared light. Furthermore, plants suffering
from de-nutrition are found more easily by insects than healthy plants.
These findings encourage to consider the following mechanism for insectplant communications. This mechanism could apply also to the plant-human
interactions.
a) Insects generate infrared MEs propagating like massless particles inside low frequency negative energy MEs acting as bridges quantum entangling the plant and the insect. Both classical communications by positive
energy IR MEs and quantum communications by negative energy IR MEs
are in principle possible.
b) In the case that plant suffers from de-nutrition, it can gain metabolic
energy by sending negative energy MEs received by insect. This gives for
plant metabolic energy and at the same time generates the quantum entanglement bridge making it possible for the insect to find the plant. The
same mechanism explains also the episodal memory feats of synesthetes:
due to the over-activity of subcortical parts of brain the neurons of the left
cortex suffer starvation and generate negative energy MEs providing them
metabolic energy and simultaneously entangling them with the geometric
past so that episodal memories result. Also the life review of NDE experiences could be a by-product of the neuronal starvation.
3.5.4

Are human-plant communications possible?

Concerning the ideas about human plant-communications, I am grateful for
Peter Hageman [67] for inspiring discussions. Hageman claims to be able to
express ”plant language” by ”dancing” in meditative state, and has made
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detailed maps of motor expressions of plant mental images and proposed a
detailed taxonomy about plant language, and also developed refined ideas
such as the notion of dialect. It is easy to debunk Hageman’s views since the
interpretations necessarily involve a lot of subjective elements. One could
imagine a scientific testing of Hageman’s claims by checking whether the
vocabulary defined by the bodily expressions is invariant of a given plant.
Similar testing is used in the case of motor synesthesia.
The common portions of the memone and genome of plant and human
would in principle make possible this communication. Thus the memes and
genes, which plant can communicate to humans are those which are expressed also by some cells of the human body. Since plants do not have a
central nervous system, it seems that the communicable memes and genes
should correspond to rather primitive expressions common to us and animals. Obviously, the memes and genes responsible for the body language
is a good first guess in this respect. Note however that genes could define
lower level language and could also be communicated in this manner.
This body language representation brings in mind motor synesthesia in
which sensory input from some sensory modality is expressed as motor activity. The memes and genes expressible by body language could of course be
expressed also by using ordinary language. The universality of the memetic
and genetic codes is indeed consistent even with the transformation of communications to linguistic expressions.

3.6

Intronic portions of genome code for RNA: for what purpose?

The last issue of [50] contains an article about the discovery that only
roughly one half of DNA expresses itself as aminoacid sequences. A detailed
summary of the results has been published in Nature [51]. The Encyclopedia of DNA Elements (ENCODE) project has quantified RNA transcription
patterns and found that while the ”standard” RNA copy of a gene gets
translated into a protein as expected, for each copy of a gene cells also make
RNA copies of many other sections of DNA. In particular, intron portions
(”junk DNA”, the portion of which increases as one climbs up in evolutionary hierarchy) are transcribed to RNA in large amounts. What is also
interesting that the RNA fragments correspond to pieces from several genes
which raises the question whether there is some fundamental unit smaller
than gene.
None of the extra RNA fragments gets translated into proteins, so the
race is on to discover just what their function is. TGD proposal is that
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the RNA gets braided and performs a lot of topological quantum computation [E9]. Topologically quantum computing RNA fits nicely with replicating number theoretic braids associated with light-like orbits of partonic
2-surfaces and with their spatial ”printed text” representations as linked and
knotted partonic 2-surfaces giving braids as a special case [C3]. An interesting question is how printing and reading could take place. Is it something
comparable to what occurs when we read consciously? Is the biological portion of our conscious life identifiable with this reading process accompanied
by copying by cell replication and as secondary printing using aminoacid
sequences?
This picture conforms with TGD view about pre-biotic evolution. Plasmoids [26], which are known to share many basic characteristics assigned
with life, came first: high temperatures are not a problem in TGD Universe since given frequency corresponds to energy above thermal energy for
large enough value of h̄ [A9]. Plasmoids were followed by RNA, and DNA
and aminoacid sequences emerged only after the fusion of 1- and 2-letter
codes fusing to the recent 3-letter code. The cross like structure of tRNA
molecules carries clear signatures supporting this vision. RNA would be still
responsible for roughly half of intracellular life and perhaps for the core of
”intelligent life”.
I have also proposed that this expression uses memetic code which would
correspond to Mersenne M127 = 2127 − 1 with 2126 codons whereas ordinary
genetic code would correspond to M7 = 27 − 1 with 26 codons. Memetic
codons in DNA representations would consist of sequences of 21 ordinary
codons. Also representations in terms of field patterns with duration of
.1 seconds (secondary p-adic time scale associated with M127 defining a
fundamental bio-rhythm) can be considered.
A hypothesis worth of killing would be that the DNA coding for RNA has
memetic codons scattered around genome as basic units. It is interesting to
see whether the structure of DNA could give any hints that memetic codon
appears as a basic unit.
a) In a ”relaxed” double-helical segment of DNA, the two strands twist
[52] around the helical axis once every 10.4 base pairs of sequence. 21 genetic
codons correspond 63 base pairs whereas 6 full twists would correspond to
62.4 base pairs.
b) Nucleosomes [54] are fundamental repeating units in eukaryotic chromatin [53] possessing what is known as 10 nm beads-on-string structure.
They repeat roughly every 200 base pairs: integer number of genetic codons
would suggest 201 base pairs. 3 memetic codons makes 189 base pairs.
Could this mean that only a fraction p ∼ 12/201, which happens to be of
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same order of magnitude as the portion of introns in human genome, consists
of ordinary codons? Inside nucleosomes the distance between neighboring
contacts between histone and DNA is about 10 nm, the p-adic length scale
L(151) associated with the Gaussian Mersenne (1 + i)151 − 1 characterizing
also cell membrane thickness and the size of nucleosomes. This length corresponds to 10 codons so that there would be two contacts per single memetic
codon in a reasonable approximation. In the example of Wikipedia [54]
nucleosome corresponds to about 146=126+20 base pairs: 147 base pairs
would make 2 memetic codons and 7 genetic codons. The remaining 54 base
pairs between histone units + 3 ordinary codons from histone unit would
make single memetic codon. That only single memetic codon is between
histone units and part of the memetic codon overlaps with histone containing unit conforms with the finding that chromatin accessibility and histone
modification patterns are highly predictive of both the presence and activity of transcription start sites. This would leave 4 genetic codons and 201
base pairs could decompose as memetic codon+2 genetic codons+memetic
codon+2 genetic codons. The simplest possibility is however that memetic
codons are between histone units and histone units consist of genetic codons.
Note that memetic codons could be transcribed without the straightening
of histone unit occurring during the transcription leading to protein coding.
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